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ABSTRACT 

Nitrate movement under simultaneous influence of hydraulic, electric and chemical 

gradients was investigated. A one-dimensional ion migration model was developed and 

compared with laboratory column experiments. Operation of subsurface drainage with an 

electrode was discussed as an application. 

The ion transport equation was developed utilizing non-equilibrium 

thermodynamics. Onsager's reciprocal relations were applied to reduce the number of 

linear phenomenological coefficients that relate flux to driving forces. Then 

phenomenological coefficients were expressed using known or measurable physical, 

chemical and electrical properties of solute and porous media. Developed equations were 

numerically solved by the Integral Finite Difference Method in one-dimension. The 

numerical results were validated with analytical solutions of simple boundary conditions as 

well as the results obtained from laboratory column experiments for two or three applied 

gradients. 

Without water flow, nitrate concentration increased at the anode by 2.5 times after 

100 hrs of 30 V application. Three initial concentrations, 10, 100 and 500 ppm NO3-N, 

were tested. A log normal relation between elapsed time and relative concentration increase 

at the anode was obtained. 

Two flux rates (0.112 and 0.225 cm min-'), and three inflow concentrations (100, 

500 and 1000 ppm NO3-N) were used to evaluate nitrate transport in the column. Nitrate 

concentration at the anode increased by 10 to 20 % at the end of all experiments. However, 

the concentration in the column was same as inflow concentration. 

The application of electrokinetic nitrate removal by installed subsurface drainage 

with on-off (no flow then flush out) operation is recommended over a continuous flow 

approach. The numerical model results showed very low flux rates (i.e. 2.68 x 10-3 cm 



min-i) are required for nitrate accumulation in a sand column, and the experimental results 

confirmed no accumulation at a tlux rate of 0.112 cm min-i. 
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 

i.I Slalemenl of problem 

Fertilizer increases agricultural production but degrades water quality, ffigh nitrate 

concentration in ground and surface water is blamed on agricultural fertilizer. Researchers, 

farmers and government agencies have attempted to reduce nitrate pollution. Nitrate is a 

major concern because it causes methemoglobinemia ("blue-baby" syndrome) in infants up 

to eight weeks of age. Acute nitrate poisoning in an adults requires a single oral ingestion 

of 1 to 2 g of NO3-N, far above normal exposure (Schaller, et al. 1983). 

The WHO (World Health Organization) international standard for drinking water is 

45 mg/L NO3 (10.2 mg/L NO3-N). The EC (European Community) Drinking Water 

Directive is 50 mg/L NO3 (or 11.3 mg/L NO3-N ). In the US, the EPA (Environmental 

Protection Agency) maximum contaminant level is 10 mg/L NO3-N (or 44 mg/L NO3) in 

both community water systems and non-community water systems (EPA "National Interim 

Primary Drinking Water Regulations", 1976). 

When nitrogen fertilizer is applied to crops, excess nitrogen leaches as nitrate to 

groundwater. Animal waste from livestock operations is high in nitrate, some of which 

leaches to ground water. Rural septic systems in areas with high water tables also increase 

nitrate concentration in groundwater. In many areas, agricultural and rural sources have 

increased nitrate above the 10 mg/L NO3-N limit set by EPA. 

Nitrate contamination of groundwater is reduced by several methods; i) sealing 

contaminant sources, ii) catchment drain or tube well to prevent the high nitrate water from 

merging into groundwater systems, and iii) blending of fresh water (low in nitrate) for 

dilution. (Mitchell 1993). 

Electrochemical methods can be used in conjunction with the above mentioned 

methods to enhance the removal or entrapment of nitrates. Nitrate, a negative ion, is 
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attracted to positive electrodes. By applying an electric field to the soil-water system using 

a pair of electrodes, negatively charged nitrate ions in water migrate toward the positively 

charged electrode (anode). 

In addition to electrokinetics, solute transport in porous media is carried out by 

diffusion-dispersion and convection (Jury et al., 1991). The driving forces of diffusion 

and convection are the concentration gradient and the hydraulic gradient, respectively. 

Dispersion in porous media (hydrodynamic dispersion) is the combined result of the 

variation of local velocity in tortuous paths, and transversal diffiision within the flow path. 

Electrokinetic processing of soils can be enhanced by fundamental knowledge of 

electrode chemistry and mechanical behavior, flow, and physicochemical changes (Acar et 

al., 1990). To design an electrokinetic nitrate removal or control system, knowledge of 

nitrate behavior in soil-water systems under the simultaneous influence of hydraulic, 

chemical activity and electric gradient is essential. 

1.2 Research objectives 

In order to assess electrokinetic nitrate removal from groundwater, the following 

four objectives were chosen: 

• To derive equations for simultaneous flows of water, electric current and ions 

though porous media. 

• To experimentally demonstrate the electrokinetic movement of nitrate ion in a sand 

column. 

• To establish a numerical model that predicts nitrate ion movement in a porous 

media. 

• To evaluate the numerical model with column experiments. 
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CHAPTER 2. LITERATURE REVIEW 

The subjects of this literature review are; i) the simultaneous flows of water, current 

and ions through porous media under hydraulic, electrical and chemical gradients and ii) 

previous studies on electrokinetic remediation of groundwater. 

Application of electric potential to soil in order to remove pollutants is called 

electrokinetic remediation, electro-reclamation, electro-kinetic soil processing and 

electrochemical decontamination (Acar, 1993). Those terms are used interchangeably in 

this research. The electrokinetic phenomena, consisting of four different behaviors of 

solvents, solutes, and suspended solids, is termed differently in various journal articles. 

To avoid confusion, the following section defines some terminology used to describe each 

of the electrokinetic phenomena. 

2.1 Eiectrokinetic phenomena 

Electrokinetic phenomena are broadly classified into two pairs by the driving forces 

causing the relative movement between the liquid and the solid phases (Mitchell and Yeung, 

1990). The first pair is electroosmosis and electrophoresis (or electro ion migration) in 

which the liquid, ion molecules and suspended solids move under the influence of an 

imposed electric potential. The second pair is streaming potential and sedimentation 

potential in which the movement of liquid, ion molecules and suspended solids induces the 

electric potential. The above four phenomena were described by Shaw (1980) as follows: 

a. Electroosmosis is the movement of water relative to a stationary charged surface 

(i.e., capillary or porous plug) by an applied electric field (the complement of 

electrophoresis.) 

b. Electrophoresis is the movement of dissolved ions or suspended materials relative 

to liquid by an applied electric field. 

c. Streaming potential is the electric field created when liquid flows along a stationary 

charged surface (the opposite of electroosmosis). 
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d. Sedimentation potential is the electric field created when charged particles move 

relative to stationary liquid (the opposite of electrophoresis). 

2.1.1 Electroosmosis and streaming potential 

Electroosmosis has been of interest to geotechnical engineers for more than 50 

years as an electrochemical processing technique initiated by applying an electrical gradient 

across a soil mass to generate water flow (Acar, et al., 1990). Electroosmosis is used for 

de-watering and stabilizing soft soils. L. Casagrande pioneered some of the first 

successful field applications in Germany (Gray and Mitchell, 1967). 

When an elecuical potential is applied across a wet soil mass, cations are attracted to 

the cathode and anions to the anode. As the ions migrate they carry their water of hydration 

and exert a viscous drag on the water around them. Since there are more cations than 

anions near a soil surface that is negatively charged, there is a net flow toward the cadiode 

(fig. 2.1a) (Chow, 1988; Mitchell, 1993; Probstein, 1994). 

Electric Graldent 
Induces Water Flow 

AE (DC) 

+ 
Anode 

:H20 

AH 

H2O 

Cathode 

AE + 
Water Flow Induces 
Potential 

(a) (b) 
Figure 2.1 Electrokinetic phenomena, (a) Electroosmosis. (b) Streaming potential, (from 

Mitchell 1993, pp 256) 

This flow phenomenon is termed electroosmosis, and its magnitude depends on Kg, 

electroosmotic hydraulic conductivity, and the applied electric potential. The pressure 
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necessary to counterbalance electroosmotic flow is termed electroosmotic pressure. 

Electroosmotic hydraulic conductivity is vinuaiiy a constant for all soils when it is 

expressed in terms of a flow velocity induced per unit applied electric field (Gray and 

Mitchell, 1967). Electroosmotic conductivity values for several soils have been reported 

(table 2.1). 

Table 2.1 Coefficients of electroosmotic conductivity (from Mitchell, 1993, pp. 270, 
table 12.7). 

No Material Water 
content 
(%) 

Electro-osmotic 
cond. kg 

(cm2/sec-V) 

Approximate 
hydraulic cond. k), 

(cm/sec) 

1 London clay 52.3 5.8 *10-5 10-8 

2 Boston blue clay 50.8 5.1 10-8 

3 Kaolin 67.7 5.7 10-7 

4 Clayey silt 31.7 5.0 10-6 

5 Rock flour 27.2 4.5 10-7 

6 Na-Montmorillonite 170 2.0 10-9 

7 Na-Montmorillonite 2000 12.0 10-8 

8 Mica powder 49.7 6.9 10-5 

9 Fine sand 26.0 4.1 10-4 

10 Quartz powder 23.5 4.3 10-4 

11 As quick clay 31.0 2.5-20.0 2.0*10-8 

12 Bootlegger Cove clay 30.0 2.4-2.5 2.0*10-8 

13 Silty clay. West Branch Dam 32.0 3.0-6.0 1.2-6.5*10-8 

14 Clayey silt. Little Pic River, 
Ontario 

26.0 1.5 2* 10-5 

Several models describe electroosmosis and provide a basis for quantitative 

prediction of flow rates. Some characteristics of four different theories are briefly 

mentioned below. 

One of the earliest models, the Helmholtz and Smoluchowski model, was 

introduced by Helmholtz in 1879 and refined by Smoluchowski in 1914 (Gray and 
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Mitchell, 1967; Mitchell, 1993). For the model, a liquid filled capillary is treated as an 

electrical capacitor with negative charges on the wall and positive countercharges 

concentrated in a thin layer in the liquid a small distance from the wall. The thin layer (fig. 

2.2) drags water through the capillary by plug flow when it is exposed to electric potential 

(Mitchell, 1993; Crow, 1988). The counterion that neutralizes the surface charge and 

water are considered to migrate at the same velocity within a pore. The model applies to 

large pores and thin ionic layers in the liquid (Gray, 1967). The Helmholtz-

Smoluchowski theory is widely used as a theoretical background in electroosmotic soil 

stabilization and de-watering applications (Acar, 1993; Runnells and Larson, 1986; Segall 

et al., 1980; Shapiro et al., 1989). The relative size of the double layer and the pore size in 

the soil column fit the "large pore" condition which the model assumes. 

The Schmid model assumes the counterion and water migrate at the same velocity, 

as with the Helmholtz-Smoluchowski model, but differs by assuming uniform charge 

distribution through the pore cross section. The model applies to small pores. 

The next two models consider interaction between the mobile components, water 

and ions, and frictional interactions of these with pore walls (Spiegler, 1958). In other 

words, the ions and water migrate at different velocities. First, Spiegler's friction model 

assumes water transport is dependant on the relative degree of frictional interaction between 

water, ions and walls of pores. Second, the ion hydration model assumes that water 

transport is exclusively by bound water of hydration only. This model applies to transport 

through biological membranes (Gray and Mitchell, 1967). 

Streaming potential (fig. 2.1b) is the electrical potential difference caused by the 

velocity difference between the liquid at the surface of the capillary and the double-layer 

(fig. 2.2). The water inside the double layer is less mobile than the outside water because 

of the electrical attraction to the charged surface. The potential is proportional to the 
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hydraulic flow rate, more precisely the pore water velocity, and the thickness of the double 

layer. 

^ Thickness of 
double layer 

c 
o 
CO 
L. 

c 
0) 
o 
c 
o o 

More cations than anions 

cation 

(counter ion) 

anion 

Negatively 
charged 
surface Distance 

Neutral 
bulk 
solution 

Figure 2.2 The diffuse double layer, concentration of ions vs. 
distance from the negatively charged surface. 

2.1.2 Electrophoresis (Electrical ion migration) and sedimentation potential 

When an electric field is applied to a fluid, charged suspended particles or ions in 

the fluid are attracted to the anode if they are negatively charged and to the cathode if 

positively charged. The phenomenon, first observed by F. Reuss in 1809, is known as 

electrophoresis or cataphoresis (fig. 2.3 a). 

A short time after the application of the electric field, the electric force on the 

charged particle is balanced by the resultant of hydrodynamic frictional force, 

electrophoretic retardation force and the relaxation force (van Olphen, 1977; Probstein, 

1994). The retardation force results from the movement of water with counter ions. The 

relaxation force is caused by a distortion of the diffuse atmosphere around the particle. 

After the balance is achieved (after a relaxation time), the migration velocity of ions 
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becomes steady. 

Electric gradient 
Induces particle 
movement 

AE (DC) 

+ 
Anode 

particle 

Particle movement 
genarates electrical 
potential 

+ -Particle 
movement 

Cathode 
\ 

AE 

Figure 2.3 Electrokinetic phenomena (a)Electrophoresis and (b)sedimentation potential 
(from Mitchell 1993, pp 256) 

Electrophoresis is successfully applied to separate and/or identify ions, especially 

large ions of biochemical interest (Oldham and Myland, 1994). It is also commonly used 

to differentiate proteins of different sizes (Probstein, 1994). 

The movement of charged particles relative to a solution generates a potential 

difference (fig. 2.3b, sedimentation potential) and is caused by the viscous drag of the 

water that retards the movement of the diffuse layer counterions relative to the particles. 

Similar to this sedimentation potential, the movement of ionic solution relative to a steady 

charged surfaces generates a electric potential called migration potential. 

2.2 Contaminant transport in soil 

The common starting point in the development of differential equations to describe 

the transport of solute in porous materials is to consider the flux of solute mass balance in a 

fixed elemental volume within a flow domain (Freeze et al., 1979; Jury et al., 1991): 
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net rate of flux of flux of 

change of mass solute out solute into 

of solute within of the the 
± 

the element element element 

loss or gain 

of solute mass 

due to 

reactions 

(2.1) 

If we assume one-dimensional flow in the z direction only, equation (2.1) can be written 

using differential notation (Jury et al., 1991). 

d c ^  a j .  

5 1  d z  
+ r =0 (2.2) 

where 

Ct= total solute concentration 

Js = total solute flux 

Ts = reaction rate per volume 

2.2.1 Contaminant storage in soil 

The total solute concentration expressed in terms of the three different phases is 

(2.3) 

where 

Ca = adsorbed solute concentration 

Cj = dissolved solute concentration 

Cg = gaseous solute concentration 

p b = soil bulk density 

0 = volumetric soil moisture content 

a = volumetric soil air content 

2.2.2 Contaminant fluxes 

When a chemical is present in more than one phase, it moves through soil either as 
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a vapor or as a dissolved constituent (Jury et al. 1991). 

(2.4) 

where 

Ji = dissolved solute flux 

Jg = flux of solute vapor 

When the saturated flow condition is assumed, the vapor flux terra is dropped. 

Flux of dissolved solute consists of two processes; convective transport and 

diffusive transport. Convective transport involves two different mechanisms. One is the 

dissolved chemicals moving with the flowing soil solution and the other is hydrodynamic 

dispersion (Jury et al., 1991; Freeze and Cherry, 1979; Bear 1972). Total convection is 

described by 

^ l c~  (2.5) 

where 

Jic = total convective flux 

Jw = soil water flux 

Jih = hydrodynamic dispersion flux. 

Hydrodynamic dispersion flux Jih is described by 

(2.6) 

where 

Dih = hydrodynamic dispersion coefficient 

Dih = proportional to the pore water velocity, V 

(2.7) 

where 

a = dispersivity 
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m = empirically determined constant between 1 to 2. 

Laboratory studies indicate that for pracucal purposes m value can generally be taken as a 

unity (Freeze and Cherry, 1979; Bear, 1972). Typical values of a are 0.5 to 2.0 cm in 

packed laboratory columns and 5 to 20 cm in the field (Jury et al., 1991). 

Diffusive transport is caused by the diffusion of dissolved solute 

where 

Jid = diffusion flux 

= the soil water diffusion coefficient. 

is the product of molecular diffusion coefficient of solute (D^) and a tortuosity factor 

accounting for the increased pathlength and decreased cross sectional area for diffusion in 

soils (Jury et al., 1991). 

Total flux of dissolved solute, Ji, is written by combining (2.4), (2.5), (2.6) and 

d C  
JM=-Df -T- (2.8) 

(2.8) 

d C ,  
J .  =  -D ,^  +  J  C  (2.9) 

D ,=D„  +  Di  (2.10) 

where De is the effective diffusion coefficient. 

2.2.3 Advection dispersion equation 

When saturated flow (no gas phase) and a non-reactive (rg 

(2.3) can be written as 

= 0) solute is assumed. 
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(2.11) 

Adsorption isotherms relate the adsorbed concentration, Ca, and dissolved concentration, 

Ci. Detailed derivation of adsorption isotherms (distribution coefficients) are available in 

Murray (1994), Sposito (1989) and Bolt (1982). 

If we assume the linear isotherm is valid, then the relationship is expressed as 

follows. 

Kd = distribution coefficient 

Substituting (2.12) into (2.11) and dividing both sides by 0 yields the advection-

dispersion equation (2.13) 

(2.12) 

where 

(2.13) 

where 

PbK„  
R = 1 + (R: retardation factor) 

0 

D J 
D=— , V = — 

0 0 

(2.14) 

The analytic solutions of (2.13) for different boundary and initial conditions are 

summarized by van Genuchten and Alves (1982). 
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The first term on the right hand side in (2.13) is the contribution of diffusive 

transport of the solute wiiiie the second term is the advective transport of solute. The 

dimensionless parameter, called the Peclet number (2.15) defines the ratio between rate of 

transport by convection to the rate of transport by molecular difftision (Bear, 1972; van 

Genuchten and Alves, 1982). 

Vd 
Pe=-j^ (2.15) 

m  

where 

d = characteristic length 

Dm = molecular diffusion coefficient 

Larger Peclet numbers indicate that mechanical dispersion dominates transport, and smaller 

values indicate diffusion controls solute transport. Some researchers attempted to describe 

the diffusion-dispersion coefficient as a function of the Peclet number, e.g.. Bear (1972) 

and Schaffman (1960). 

Although eqns. 2.13a and b are generally applied to solute transport problems, they 

are subject to the following assumptions. (Rose, 1973; Gillham and Cherry, 1982 (in 

Mitchell 1993)). 

(1) Homogeneous and isotropic medium. 

(2) Density and viscosity of the fluid are independent of solute concentration. 

(3) Contaminants are soluble in the moving fluid. 

(4) Incompressible fluid. 

(5) Molecular diffusion coefficient and mechanical mixing are additive to give the 

hydrodynamic dispersion coefficient. 

(6) Macroscopic flow velocity is uniform. 

(7) Hydrodynamic dispersion coefficient is independent of concentration (finite dilution 
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diffusion coefficient is applicable). 

2.3 Potential use of electrokinetic phenomena 

Electrokinetic remediation research concentrates on removal or cleanup of heavy 

metals, radionuclides, volatile organic compounds, inorganic cyanides and TCE. Field 

scale demonstration and research projects on electrokinetic remediation are listed in table 

2.2. 

Table 2.2 Electrokinetic in situ remediation demonstrations and commercial apphcations 
(EPA, 1995). 

Site Name or Research Institute Wastes Brief description. 
Tnsated 

Old TNX Basin mercury Process with cylinder to control buffering 
Savannah River Site conditions in situ and ion exchange polymer. 
SC.(l) 

Oak Ridge K-25 Facility, TN uranium Application of direct current and a system to 
(2) organic capture the radionuclide. 

compounds 

DOE Gaseous Diffusion Plant, TCE in Electrodes to flush contaminants by 
KY(3) clay. electroosmotic flow into sorption zones. 

U.S. Army Waterways Station, lead Numerous bench scale lab. studies. 
Baton Rouge, LA(4) (Design stage.) 

Sandia Nat'l Lab. Chemical chromium 25-10000 ppm chromium up to 15 feet deep. 
Waste Landfill(5) 120 day treatment remove 25 to 120 kg of Cr 

from 700 to 1000 c.f. of soil. 

Underground Storage Tank BTEX 2400 sq.ft. contaminated area gasoline level 
Spill, Electrokinetic reduced from 100-2200 ppm to 100 ppm after 90 
enhancement.(6) days. 

Argone National Lab. (7) Potassium Focused on temp, effect in removal from 
dichromate kaolinite soil. 

Louisiana State Univ. (8) Heavy metals. Multi-species transport mechanisms in soil under 
radionuclides. electrical fields. Bench scale test to remove 
organics. phenol, hexachloeobutadiene and TNT 

(1) to (5):ongoing or future demonstrations. 
(6):conipleted commercial applications. 
(7),(8):current research. 

Gray and Mitchell (1967) pubUshed the theoretical basis of electroosmotic flow in 



clay, and tested their theoretical prediction using three different clay soils. They concluded 

that electroosmosis depends primarily on ion distribution and the exclusion of ions of one 

sign within a porous mass. Low exchange capacity soils exhibit high electroosmotic flow 

when saturated by dilute electrolyte concentration. 

Olson (1969) used irreversible thermodynamics theory and Onsager's reciprocal 

relations as a basis for describing the transport of fluid, solute and charge through porous 

media. He validated his model with experiments on sodium kaolinite in a thin sample (1-3 

cm) consolidated under a 408 kg/cm2 consolidation pressure. 

Electroosmosis can be used to remove lead or zinc from clayey soils (Segall et al., 

1980; Corapcioglu, 1990; Korfiatis et al., 1990; and Pamukcu et al., 1990). Hamed et al. 

(1991) demonstrated electroosmotic lead removal from saturated Kaolinite columns (20 and 

10 cm long, 10 cm diameter) by 75- to 95-% by applying a 1400- to 2000-amp-hr per 

cubic-meter current. He concluded that the extent of lead removal was direcdy related to 

the pH gradients developed in the process. 

Shapiro et al. (1989) modeled elecUroosmosis and conducted experiments using 45 

cm diameter soil columns to verify their model. The model successfully predicted the 

removal of acetic acid (0.1 M) and phenol (45 ppm) by purging from the soil column. 

Hicks and Tondorf (1994) studied removal of heavy metals and conducted field 

tests. Their field test results showed poor performance which they attributed to interaction 

of the metals with naturally occurring electrolytes, humic substances and co-disposed 

wastes. They also showed that focusing effects which prevent the movement of 

contaminants can be eliminated by controlling the pH at the electrode. 

Electrokinetic flow barriers in compacted clay for hazardous waste site landfills 

were studied by Mitchell and Yeung (1990). They determined that clay barriers in 

conjunction with an externally applied electrical potential control contaminant transport. 
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A mineral deposit exploration method called "partial extraction of metals (PEM)" is 

an application of electrokinetics invented by a group of Leningrad (St. Petersburg, Russia) 

researchers in the late 60's to early 70's (Shmakin, 1985; Runnells, 1986). It is based on 

the leaching of minerals and rocks under the influence of an electric field, on the migration 

of metal compounds in the electric field and on their accumulation in specially equipped 

receiver-electrodes (Shmakin, 1985). 

Probstein (1993) mentioned that the application of a direct-current electric field in 

soils that contain contaminated liquids is expected to produce an important in-situ means of 

environmental restoration, and Corapcioglu (1991) indicated that the technique holds 

promise for in-situ attenuation and removal of hazardous wastes from soils and 

groundwater. A list of on going demonstration, commercial application and research and 

development projects is available from EPA (US-EPA, 1995). 

In conclusion, electrochemical processing of soils has the potential to be used as a 

method of decontamination, or as an opposing gradient to flows from storage facilities. 

2.4 Nitrate removal from groundwater 

Cairo (1994) and Eid (1995) conducted research on the electrokinetic behavior of 

nitrate in field and laboratory columns respectively. Cairo (1994) used a field lysimeter 

with drainage tube and parallel electrodes to collect nitrate near the drain for removal 

utilizing the electroosmotic water flow toward the cathode. The cathode was placed near 

the drains and the anode was between drains. Field experiment results showed that after 

the application of nitrate salt (ammonium nitrate fertilizer), nitrate moved toward the 

cathode (and drain) because of drainage and electro-osmosis induced water flow towards 

the cathode. He qualitatively showed that electro-osmosis enhanced the removal of nitrate 

from the soil. However, after several days, water flow towards the drain (cathode) ceased 
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and nitrate ions began to migrate toward the anode (electro migration). 

Eid (1995) conducted sand column experiments and simulated nitrate ion movement 

using theory developed by Acar et al. (1990). Eid's experimental results showed that 

nitrate ions could be retained in a sand column against fairly substantial flow velocities 

when a sodium nitrate solution entered the column at the anode end and exited at the 

cathode end. Nitrate concentration in the water leaving the system was less than that 

entering the system indicating "capture" of nitrate ions within the 30 cm long cylinder. A 

model was used which predicts the pH distribution in a column. Then, empirically 

predetermined relationships between nitrate concentration and pH were used to calculate the 

nitrate distribution in a sand column. 

Cairo (1994) reported corrosion of the copper anode during the field experiment. 

The addition of copper ion to soil water while removing the nitrate ions should be avoided 

because of the higher toxicity of copper ion. Eid (1995) reported no corrosion of copper 

electrodes during the laboratory experiment. 
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CHAPTER 3. THEORETICAL DEVELOPMENT 

3.1 Introduction 

Classical thermodynamics is a useful macroscopic theory in physical science. 

When a thermodynamic system is at an equilibrium state or undergoes a reversible process, 

a small number of variables are required to define its properties. However, when the 

system is out of equilibrium and undergoes an irreversible process it becomes very difficult 

for the classical theory to handle. In such complex circumstances, the classical theory can 

only define the initial and the final equilibrium states and the direction of the spontaneous 

irreversible process (Katchalsky, 1965; Yeung, 1990). 

Thermodynamics of irreversible processes is a phenomenological macroscopic 

theory that evolved in the 1940's. This theory provides a basic understanding of transport 

phenomena in systems out of equilibrium and provides a framework for the macroscopic 

formulation of irreversible processes. 

In this research, transport of water, ions and electricity through soil columns, in 

which the soil-water-electrolyte system is in a non-equilibrium condition, was investigated. 

The description of the transport process using the formalism of non-equilibrium 

thermodynamics defines the problem clearly and gives a quantitative description of the 

phenomenological coefficients. 

In this chapter, a mathematical distinction between reversible and irreversible 

processes is presented. Then, assumptions in non-equilibrium thermodynamics needed to 

extend the classical thermodynamics concepts are discussed. Finally, the simultaneous 

flow of water, ions, and electricity under the influence of hydraulic, chemical and electric 

gradients are formulated, and the phenomenological coefficients are related to 

experimentally measurable properties. 
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3.2 Irreversible thermodynamics 

Irreversibiiity is tested by inspecung the equations that represent the time dependent 

physical process. If the process is irreversible, the equation is variant with regard to the 

sign of die time variable. 

As an example of irreversible systems, consider the one-dimensional diffusion 

equation which represents diffusive mass transfer by the concentration gradient. 

^ d - C  , 
^ = D—^ (3.1a) 
o t  d x '  

where 

C = concentration of the diffusing substance 

D = diffusion coefficient 

Equation (3.1a) is usually referred to as Pick's second law of diffusion, since it was first 

formulated by Pick (1855) by direct analogy to the equations of heat conduction (Crank, 

1975). Equation (3.1a) changes when t is replaced by -t, hence the diffusion described by 

this equation is an irreversible process. 

In contrast with the previous example, the following one-dimensional wave 

equation shows a reversible nature. 

|^ = a|4 (3.1b) 
at dx 

where 

y = deflection 

a = parameter relating the tension and weight of the string 

This equation is invariant if t is replaced by -t. Therefore, the vibration predicted by this 

equation is a reversible process. 
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3.3 Assumptions of non-equilibrium thermodynamics 

A basic assumption for the application of the classical thermodynamics is that every 

system reaches equilibrium after isolation and a certain dme lapse. In addition to classical 

thermodynamics concepts, further assumptions are made to extend the classical theory to 

include systems undergoing irreversible processes (Kuiken, 1994). 

(1) Local and instantaneous equilibrium. 

(2) Linear phenomenological equations between the process forces and the 

process fluxes applies. 

(3) Onsager's reciprocal relations. 

These assumptions are discussed in further detail in sections 3.3.1 through 3.3.3. 

3.3.1 Local and instantaneous equilibrium 

A system undergoing irreversible processes can be divided into tiny volume 

elements, each of which can be regarded as a small homogeneous equilibrium subsystem. 

The length and time scales of these subsystems are infinitesimally small. 

As the result of the existence of such elements, it can be assumed that the system is 

a continuum in which all the quantities are continuously differentiable functions of space 

and time. Each subsystem is considered as if it is in equilibrium (local equilibrium), so that 

all the classical thermodynamic properties, such as temperature and pressure, can be used 

to describe the process. 

For non-equilibrium situations the functions of state differ from subsystem to 

subsystem, and the functions become continuously differentiable functions of space and 

time. The system is called a non-homogeneous system in which gradients of the quantities 

give rise to irreversible processes of the second kind or transport process. If the transport 

process is very fast, then the phases remain, in practice, homogeneous, and the system is 
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called an irreversible process of the first kind or relaxation process. 

When the perturbation from equilibrium is not very large, experimenlal results 

support this assumption, except for turbulent systems and shock wave phenomena (Millar, 

1960). 

3.3.2 Linear phenomenological equations between the process forces and 

the process fluxes 

If more than one irreversible process occurs, then experiments show that each flow 

Ji is not only linearly related to its conjugate force but also linearly related to all other 

forces Xjj found in the expression for the system (Bear, 1972; Freeze 1979). If the general 

linear coefficient is denoted by Ly, the general form for J; is, 

Ji=ELijXj a=l,2...n) (3.2) 
i  =  l  

For example, in thermoelectricity the current is caused by the temperature gradient as well 

as the usual electric potential gradient. The chemical gradient causes the heat flux as well as 

diffusion, called the Dufour-effect. The types of interrelated coupled flows which can 

happen under the influence of hydraulic, thermal, electrical and chemical gradients are 

summarized in table 3.1 (Mitchell, 1976). In each of the cases, a linear relationship 

between flow and driving forces is assumed. 
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Table3_J____Conjugateandcou£ledfto 

F.ow.'Flux Gradient X 
(J) 

Hydraulic Temperature Electrical Chemical 

Huid Fluid advection 
(Darcy's law) 

Thermo osmosis Electro osmosis Osmosis 

Heat 
Isothermal heat 

transfer 
Thermal conduction 

(Fourier's law) 
Peltier effect Dufour effect 

Electric 
current Streaming current 

Thermo electricity, 
Seebeck effect 

Electric conduction 
(Ohm's law) 

Diffusion and 
membrane 
potential 

Ion Streaming current 
Thermal diffusion, 

Sorret effect 
Electro phoresis 

Diffusion 
(Fick's law) 

3.3.3 Onsager reciprocal relations 

In 1931, Onsager published pioneering articles "Reciprocal relations in irreversible 

processes, I and II" (Onsager, 1931a,b). Onsager's fundamental reciprocal theorem states 

that, provided a proper choice is made for the fluxes, J,-, and driving forces, X,-, the matrix 

of phenomenological coefficients, Ljj, is symmetrical. Examples of the Jj's and Xi's are 

shown in table 3.1. The symmetry in Ly coefficients is expressed as follows. 

L, = ̂  (i,j = 1,2, •••,n) (3.3) 

The experimental basis for Onsager's reciprocal relations, for many different systems and 

processes, are given in Miller (1930). 

To determine the "proper choice" of flux and driving forces, one needs quantities 

which are conmion to all thermodynamic systems. When a thermodynamic system is in 

equilibrium, both driving forces and fluxes are zero. Therefore, deviations from the 

equilibrium state are used as variables to determine the proper choice of fluxes and driving 

forces in Onsager reciprocal relations. The deviations of the state parameters. A,-, from 

equilibrium are given by 
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(3.4) 

where 

Ai = state parameter 

a" = value at equilibrium 

This convention is termed "Onsager coordinates", and it has the advantage that each 

becomes zero at the equilibrium state. Then, entropy per unit space of the system, s, which 

is in the neighborhood of the equilibrium state is, 

s(a,,a2, -.aj (3.5) 

Expansion of eqn. (3.5) by Taylor series results in, 

1 1 " 
s(a,,a2, •••,a„) =-^5(0,0, •-.0)+Y:|- £ 

1 " " <3's 
+ I 

I! i = l  

d s  

da.-

cc-
a=0 

a . a i+ -2 1  ^  ̂  T ,  3 ' J i= i j= i  d U j O a j  a = o  
a =0 

(3.6) 

The second law of thermodynamics states that at equilibrium, entropy is a maximum. In 

other words, entropy of an isolated system undergoing irreversible process always 

increases. At the maxima, the second term on the right hand side in eqn. (3.6) is zero. 

If the neighborhood under consideration is small, the deviation of entropy from the 

equilibrium state, As, can be approximated by neglecting higher order terms. 

As = s(a,,a2, •,a„)-s(0,0, -.O) 

I ^ ^ d's ^ (3.7) 
=  2  ^  ^  ^ ^ 0  

^  i = i j = i  d a ^ d a ^  
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Differentiation of eqn.(3.7) with respect to time gives. 

dAs I " " 
• = 2 H  

^  i = l j = l  dt 
a ' s  

d a : d a :  

da; J n n 

a=0  

d ^ s  

dCL.da: 
=oa.. a=0 

I 

a=0 

dttj 

"dT 

(3.7a) 

and rearrangement of the right hand side results in 

dtt; 

i = I  dt dt 

n 

E j= i  

a ^ s  

d a . d a .  
ttj (3.8) 

a=0 I 
a =0 I 

Differentiadon of eqn.(3.7) with respect to Oj leads to. 

5 As 
, =I 
d a - ,  j = i  

a^s  

a a^aa j  
tt: a=0  J  

a=0  

(3.9) 

Substitution of eqn.(3.9) into (3.8) gives. 

dAs n da,. pAs  
dt i= l  i d . )  a a .  

(3.10) 

It is now possible to define the fluxes and the driving forces used in eqn.(3.2) such that 

Onsager's reciprocal relation is valid. The driving forces, Xj, are linear combinations of 

the variables ttj . 
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d A s  "  x..= =l 
oa .  j= i  o  tXjO t t j  a-Q 

i 

a = 0  

(3.11) 

The driving forces, called Onsager forces Xj, vanish at equilibrium as Onsager coordinates 

a, become zero. 

The fluxes, J;, are defined as the time derivatives of the state variables ttj. 

da; 
Ji = -^ (i=l,2,-,n) (3.12) 

Substitution of eqns. (3.11) and (3.12) into (3.10) gives. 

dt h  

J  
d a :  

n  a- s  

kj I  
i = l  5 a i ( 3 a j  

a -0=EJ iXi  
i s l  

a = 0  

(3.13) 

where dAs = ds. The entropy production rate is introduced as 

ds a= 
dt 

(3.14) 

equation (3.13) is written as 

i= I  
(3.15) 

Now, the entropy production is expressed as the linear combination of irreversible 

processes in terms of fluxes (Jj) and driving forces (Xj). This combination of J; and Xj 
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allows the use of Onsager's reciprocal relations in the coefficient matrix which relate 

driving forces lo flux. 

3.3.4 Non-equilibrium thermodynamics and dissipation function 

Some properties of entropy are reviewed here. Then the dissipation function is 

introduced to make the relationship expressed in eqn. (3.15) contain common variables 

rather than the "state" variable a. 

The entropy of a system is an extensive property and therefore additive. The total 

entropy of a system (S) is the sum of the entropies of its subsystems. Also, the change of 

entropy dS can be expressed as a sum of two different components, 

dS = dS(j)+dS(^, 

where 

dS(i) = production of entropy within the system 

dS(e) = exchange of entropy across the system boundary 

The second law of thermodynamics restricts dS(i) to positive values or zero, while dS(e) can 

be positive, zero or negative. The irreversible system has a positive value of dS(,). 

If a system is adiabatically isolated from its environment, then dS(e) is zero. The 

entropy production a is expressed in terms of the total entropy production rate for non-

equilibrium processes in adiabatically isolated systems 

where V is system volume. 

For non-isolated systems, the change in entropy per unit space over time is the sum 

of flux across the boundary and internal entropy production. 
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-|y=-V-J, + <J (3.17) 

where Js is entropy flux. 

In an equilibrium system of volume V, temperature, internal energy, pressure, 

entropy, chemical potentials and number of moles of components are represented by T, U, 

P, S, |ij and nj, respectively. The Gibb's equation relates these quantities (Katchalsky et 

al., 1965), 

n  

TdS = dU+PdV-£^iidn,. (3.18) 
i = I  

Divide both sides of eqn. (3.18) by volume V and differentiation with respect to time gives, 

= (3.19) 

where s and u are entropy and internal energy per unit volume, and Ci is the concentration 

of i-th. species. 

Substitution of eqn. (3.17) into (3.19) leads to 

-VJ ,+a=Y 
( d u  "  d c . ]  

57-,?,"'IT V ' / 
(3.20) 

In eqn. (3.20), the right hand side partial derivatives are expressed as follows by 

considering, 

d  u — = -V-J  
d t  "  

ac, 
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where 

Jq = net flow of heat across the boundaries 

Jj = net flow of i-th species across the boundaries 

Vi = stoichiometric coefficient of the i-th species 

Jch = chemical change per unit volume 

Substitution of eqn. (3.21) into (3.20) results in , 

Applying the following relationship, eqn. (3.23), available in vector calculus to eqn. (3.22) 

results in eqn. (3.24). 

(3.22) 

div a b= a div b + b grad a (3.23) 

/  n  

-VJ .+o=-V-
J , -EM,  

i^ l  

n  (3.24) 

-L 
i  =  I  

c h  

Equation (3.24) can be separated. 

i  =  I  

c h  
(3.25a) i = l  V  ^  /  

n  

=EJ,x, 
i = l  
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and 

J =• i  =  l  

(3.25b) 

Thus, the local entropy production, a, is written as the sum of the products of fluxes and 

driving forces. Further transformation of eqn. (3.25) changes the force term to a more 

convenient unit. 

gradY = -:^gradT 

grad h  
I 'T j 

1 M-i 
= - Y grad(^i j) + grad T 

(3.26) 

Substitution of eqn. (3.26) into (3.25a), and rearrangement using (2.25b) gives, 

n  

J n 
Ta=Y grad(-T)+£ J. •grad(-fii) + (3.27) 

The term Ta is known as the "dissipation" and the function <I)=Ta is called the 

dissipation function (Katchalsky, 1965). The dissipation function has dimensions of free 

energy per unit time. As seen in eqn. (3.27), the dissipation ftinction can be expTessed as 

n  

Ta=^=l J ,X ,  (3 .28 )  

The Xj in eqn. (3.25a) is different from X, in eqn. (3.28) by the factor of l/T. 
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In summary, the dissipation function was shown to equal the product of the 

irreversible fluxes and thermodynamic driving forces. The number of independent 

phenomenological coefficients can be reduced by the Onsager reciprocal relations. The 

Onsager relations relate the distinct physical phenomena to each other. Thus, experimental 

measurements of phenomenological coefficients are possible. Then, the set of 

phenomenological equations can be solved with given boundary and initial conditions. 

The analysis of the irreversible thermodynamic process consists of the following 

steps; 

(1) Find the dissipation function of fluxes. 

(2) Define the conjugated fluxes, Ji and driving forces, Xi from eqn. (3.28). 

(3) Formulate the phenomenological equations in the form of eqn. (3.2). 

(4) Apply Onsager reciprocal relations, eqn. (3.3). 

(5) Relate the phenomenological coefficients to measurable quantities. 

3.4 Simultaneous flows of water, electricity and ions through porous media 

Equations for instantaneous flows of water, electricity and ions through porous 

media is developed using the non-equilibrium thermodynamics approach. Some 

assumptions, in addition to the assumptions of non-equilibrium thermodynamics (section 

3.3), are made: 

(1) The porous media is homogeneous. 

(2) Isothermal condition. 

(3) Known hydraulic amd electrical potential at boundaries. 

(4) The electrolyte solution is "dilute", and there is one cadon and one anion present. 
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3.4.1 Dissipation function 

Constant hydraulic head 

Constant voltage source 

porous media 

Figure 3.1 Schematic diagram of experiment. 

Considering the fluxes and driving forces at a point x in a porous media shown in 

fig. 3.1 and applying the assumptions in section 3.4, the dissipation function of the 

simultaneous flux of i-th species is (right hand side of eqn. (3.27) with the first and third 

terms zero), 

(3.29) 

where 

= electrochemical potendal. 

The electrochemical potential jl; is, 

|lj = ̂ ii + ZiFE (3.30) 

where 

|ij= chemical potential 
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Zj = charge of i-th component 

F = Faraday's constant 

E = electric potential 

The variables in the dissipation function, eqns. (3.29) and (3.30), are not easily defined 

experimentally. So, the variables are transformed. The chemical potential p-i is expressed 

as the sum of the three components. 

where 

ji°(T) = temperature dependent part of chemical potential 

VjP = product of partial molar volume and hydraulic pressure 

= composition dependent part of chemical potential 

Substitution of eqn. (3.31) into (3.30) gives. 

(3.31) 

|I-H^T) + V,P + ̂ i^+z..FE (3.32) 

Then, substitution of eqn. (3.32) into (3.29) results in. 

(3.33) 
i = l  

For the isothermal condition, V|a.°(T) is 0, and 

i  =  l  

(3.34) 
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and the first term in the right hand side in eqn. (3.34) is, 

EJiV. = J, (3.34a) 
i  =  l  

where 

Jv = flux of bulk solution 

The Gibbs-Duhem relation at the isothermal condition is derived from the comparison of 

the original Gibbs equation with the modified form applying Euler's relation (Katchalsky 

and Curran 1965). 

f:CiV(n=+ZiFE) = 0 (3.35) 
i  =  l  

Modification of eqn. (3.35) and applying the fact that the charge of water, Zw is zero, 

(3.35) becomes 

V(-^:)= I •^V(^i;=+ZiFE) (3.36) 
i = I  

Substitution of eqn. (3.36) into (3.34) and rearrangement gives. 

n - l  n - 1  

<D=J , -V( -P ) -  I  -^J„ -V( -n ;= -Z iFE)+  I  J i -V( -^ i^ -Z iFE)  
i = l  ' ' w  i  =  l  

n - I  

=j , -v ( -p )+ i :  
i = l  

(3.37) 

•V( -^ i^Z iFE)  

The second flux term in eqn. (3.37) is 

T 
i c c. C ^ >•> ^1 ^ u (3.38) 

= Ci (v -V , )  =J i  
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where 

v; = velocity of i-th spices 

Vw = velocity of water 

Physically, the right hand side of eqn. (3.38) represents the diffusion flux, Jf, relative to 

the water. From eqn. (3.38), 

(3.39) 

which can be substituted into (3.37): 

n - l  n - l  

•V( -P )+  I  j fz iF -V( -E)+  £  J f  •V( -^ i := )  (3 .40 )  
i = I  i = l  

n - 1  

For a binary system, one cation and one anion are present in the system, and the £ jfFz; 
i  =  l  

term is equivalent to the electric current density, I. Equation (3.40) can be rearranged as 

^> = Jv•V(-P) + I•V(-E) + J^V(-^l^)+J^V(-^l^) (3.41) 

where the subscripts c and a denote the anion and cation in the system respectively. 

Equation (3.41) shows the choice of fluxes and forces to be used when Onsager's 

reciprocal can be applied. 

3.4.2 Linear equations of simultaneous flow 

By using the expression of phenomenological equations mentioned in section 3.3.2 

and the dissipation function, eqn. (3.41), the set of linear phenomenological equations 

relating the four driving forces and four fluxes is written as follows. 
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fj 
V  fL L L L 1 *^11 '-'12 *^13 *^14 

•N
 

<1
 

N
 1 3
 

I L21 L22 1-23 ^24 V(-E) 

^-31 L32 L33 L34 v(-^i:) 

^ / 
L41 L42 L43 L44 v-(-n:)j 

Equation (3.42) has four conjugate flux coefficients, L;;, and twelve coupling flux 

coefficients, Ljj (i j). The Onsager reciprocal relation suggests 

L.. = L^ (i.j = 1,2,-,n) (3.3) 

As a result of these relations, there are ten independent coefficients in eqn. (3.42). 

3.5 Simultaneous contaminant flow equations 

Equation (3.42) describes the relationships between the driving forces and fluxes. 

In the following sections, the phenomenological coefficients Ly are related to measurable 

soil or electrolyte parameters. 

3.5.1 Phenomenological coefficient Ln 

Hydraulic conductivity measurement is a common soil test. Volume flow rate and 

the hydraulic head applied across a soil column are measured. If there is no concentration 

difference between the ends of the soil column, V(-|i.') =0, then eqn. (3.42) reduces to, 

J ,  = L, ,  •V(-P) + L,2-V(-E) (3.43) 

I=L2,V(-P) + L, ,V(-E) (3.44) 

Hydraulic conductivity measurement is coupled with streaming potential 

development. However, the electric current flow is zero during hydraulic conductivity 

measurement; therefore I = 0 in eqn. (3.44), and the streaming potential developed by the 

given hydraulic gradient is expressed as. 



V(-E)=-^-V(-P) 
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(3.45) 

Substitution of eqn. (3.45) and P = into (3.44) gives 

^21^12 Jv= L, , -
L22 

Y„V(-h) (3.46) 

where 

Y„ = specific weight of water 

h = pressure head 

From Darcy's law, hydraulic gradient is related to a horizontal flow rate by, 

J^ = KV(-h) (3.47) 

where 

K = saturated hydraulic conductivity 

Jw = water flux 

With the introduction of the porosity, n, the water flux per pore area, Jv is, 

Jw 
K = -f (3.48) 

Comparing eqns. (3.46), (3.47) and (3.48) shows 

^ K LjjLji  
Ln = + -T (3.49) 

"Yw 

3.5.2 Phenomenoiogical coefficient L22 

If electric potential is applied to the soil sample and there is no concentration 
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gradient, tlien eqn. (3.42) reduces to the following two equations. 

J \  = L,2V(-E) (3.50) 

I=L22V(-E) (3.51) 

Equation (3.51) is Ohm's law, and, if we introduce the soil water conductivity, k, 

which accounts for the electrical conductivity of pore water in the soil and the tortuosity of 

the path in soil, than the coefficient L22 is 

L22=K (3.52) 

Eqn. (3.50) will be discussed in section 3.5.4. 

3.5.3 Phenomenological coefflcient L33 and L44 

If hydraulic and electric gradients are not applied, and only the concentration 

gradients are applied to the system, then eqn. (3.42) reduces to, 

J^ = L33V(-^:)  + L3,V(- | I^)  (3.53) 

J:; = L3,V(-^^) + L,,V(-^I^) (3.54) 

The chemical potential in eqns. (3.53) and (3.54) are the composition dependent 

part of total chemical potential, eqn. (3.31). The potential is related to the activity and 

concentration by 

H^=RThiYiCi (3.55) 

where 

R = universal gas constant 

T = absolute temperature 

Yj = activity coefficient of i-th species 
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c; = concentration of i-th species 

The infinite dilution assumption allows Y; = 1 (Oldham et al., 1994), therefore. 

|i|'=RT InCj (3.56) 

and V(-^i :)=—V(-c. . )  (3.57) 

Pick's first law of diffusion describes chemical transport by concentration gradients 

(Oldham et al., 1994). 

Di = diffusion coefficient 

The diffusion coefficient is a function of concentration; however, if infinite dilution and 

isothermal assumptions are made, then it is treated as a species dependent constant. In 

porous media, diffusion is restricted by the tortuous flow path and limited flow area; 

therefore, the effective diffusion coefficient, D*, is used. 

Diffusion coefficients for many species are available in chemistry reference books. Some 

diffusion coefficients at 25 °C in H2O are shown in table 3.2. (Zaytsev and Aseyev, 1992; 

Probstein, 1994) 

Ji  = D..V(-Ci)  (3.58) 

where 

Ji = D-V(-c. . )  (3.59) 
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Table 3.2 Diffusion coefficients of anions and cations at 25 °C in infinite dilution. 

Cation 
Diffusivity 

xlO-9 m2sec-' 
Anion 

Diffusivity 

xlO-9 m^sec-' 

H+ 

Na+ 

K+ 

Mg2+ 

Ca2+ 

A13+ 

9.31 

1.33 

1.96 

0.705 

0.790 

0.541 

OH-

ci-

HCO3-

SO42-

NO3-

5.28 

2.03 

1.18 

1.06 

1.90 

For definition of diffusion coefficients, the no flow condition (J^ = 0) is used to 

modify eqn. (3.39), 

J. = J- (3.60) 

Substituting eqn. (3.60) and (3.57) into (3.53) and (3.54) results in 

RT RT 
J= = L33 —V(-c, )  + L3,  —V(-cJ (3.61) 

RT RT 
Ja= L 4 3  — V (- C J + L,, — V (- c J (3.62) 

For this study, a dilute solution is assumed (section 3.1) so that there are no interactions 

between ions. Therefore, the coefficients L34 and L43 become zero and eqns. (3.61) and 

(3.62), are modified: 

RT 
JC = L33 —V(-c,)  (3.63) 

Ja=L44 — (3.64) 
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Substituting eqn. (3.59) into eqns. (3.63) and (3.64) yields 

d:c, 
L33=-^ (3.65) 

D*c 
L44=-^ (3.66) 

3.5.4 Phenomenological coefficient 

Equation (3.50), which is derived in section 3.5.2, describes eiectroosmotic 

phenomena in the flow. 

J ,  = L, ,V(-E) (3.50) 

The eiectroosmotic flux is described by the following equation, 

J„ = K,V(-E) 

where Kg is eiectroosmotic permeability. 

Substitution of eqn. (3.48) results in, 

J ,n=K,V(-E) (3.67) 

and, then, eqn. (3.67) is substituted into eqn. (3.50) 

Kc 
L„=-^ (3.68) 

n 

3.5.5 Phenomenological coefficient Li3=L3i and Li4=L4i 

When two solutions with different concentrations are separated by a semi permeable 

membrane, solvent flows from the lower concentration side to higher concentration side. 

This phenomena is known as osmosis. 

Osmotic pressure of dilute solutions is calculated by the van't Hoff law for the 
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osmotic pressure of dilute ideal solutions.(MitcheIl, 1993; Katchalsky, 1965) 

VK = RT£(c , . A - C i B )  

where 

Cj = concentration of i-th component, subscript A and B denote the two solutions 

separated by a membrane 

V 71 = osmotic pressure difference 

Since one cation and one anion are assumed in the system, the osmotic gradient is 

Ac^ and Ac^ denote concentration difference of cation and anion, respectively. 

If there is no flux of solvent and elecuic current through the membrane, osmotic 

pressure occurs on both sides of the membrane. 

V7t = RT( Vc^ +VcJ (3.69) 

where 

J« = 0,  1=0 (3.70) 

Jw = 0 can be reasonably approximated by 

Jv = 0 (3.71) 

using the following relation (refer to section 3.4.1, eqn. 3.34b). 

n  n - l  

J = y J v.=j V + y j v. • 'v  * 'w w'  l (3.71a) 
i  =  l  i = l  

where, JjVi is small for a dilute solute concentration. 

Substituting eqn. (3.70), 1 = 0, into (3.42) gives 

V(-E) = -^V(-P)-[^V(-^i :)-^V(-^:)  
^22 '-22 ^22 

(3.72) 
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Substituting eqns. (3.71) and (3.72) into the first equation in eqn. (3.42) results in 

(L, ,L22-L,2LJ, )V(-P) + (L,3L22-L,2L„)V(-^^) 

+ (L, .L,, - L, 2L24) V (- [i^) = 0 
(3.73) 

application of eqn. (3.57) and rearrangement yields (3.74) 

RT 
V(-^-)  = —V ( -C , )  (3.57) 

VP=- L13L22 ^12^23 

I^22~^l2^2l , 

RT (^\4^22 ^12^24 
c •=" L L —L L •-c I, 1*^22 '^I2'^2I , 

RT 
c. 

Vc,  (3.74) 

An ideal membrane does not allow the ions to pass through, instead an osmotic pressure 

will be developed. Therefore, 

V7t = VP (3.75) 

The membrane permeability coefficient or rejection coefficient (co) as a measure of 

membrane selectivity is given by the following expression, (Kuiken, 1994; Katchalsky et 

al., 1965; Probstein, 1994) 

VP co= 
VTC 

(3.76) 

The rejection coefficient, O), for ideal and nonselective membranes are 1 and 0, 

respectively. 

Substituting eqn. (3.76) into (3.74) and comparing the coefficients with eqn. {3.t  

gives 
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L„ = 
LijLjj  (0Cg(L, ,L22 LjjLji)  

(3.77) 
-11 

L,I2^24 *^0(^11^22 ^12^^21) r'i •7i\ L„= (3. /«)  
^22 

3.5.6 Phenomenological coefficients L23 = L32 and L24 = L42 

If there is no hydraulic and chemical gradient in the system, and no water flux is 

assumed, then eqn. (3.42) becomes 

J^ = L32V(-E) (3.79) 

J^ = L42V(-E) (3.80) 

Equations (3.79) and (3.80) show the migrational flux of a cation and an anion driven by 

the applied electric potential with the proportionality coefficients L32 and L42. 

The migradonal ion transport in free solution under the influence of applied electric 

gradient is expressed with the ionic mobility Uj (Probstein, 1994): 

v.  = -^UiV(-E) (3.81) 

Ionic mobilities are available in chemistry reference books; some values at 25 °C are given 

in table 3.3 (Oldham and My land, 1994). 
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Ionic mobilities of cations and anions at 25 °C in infinite dilution. Table 3.3 

Cation 

Na+ 

K+ 

Mg2+ 

Ca2+ 

A13+ 

Mobility 

xlO"^ m^sec-'V-' 

362.5 

51.9 

76.2 

55.0 

46.6 

63.2 

Anion 

OH 

ci-

HCO3-

SO42-

NO3-

Mobility 

xlO"^ m^sec^V"' 

204.8 

79.1 

46.1 

82.7 

74.0 

If zero water flux is assumed, then eqns. (3.79) and (3.80) are simplified using eqn. (3.39) 

J ,  = L3,V(-E) (3.82) 

Ja=L42V(-E) (3.83) 

Flux of the i-th ion is expressed as 

Ji = c..v.. (3.84) 

Substitution of eqn. (3.84) into (3.82) and (3.83) results in 

v,=-^V(-E) (3.85) 

v ,=  ̂ V(-E) (3.86) 
a  

Comparing eqns. (3.85) and (3.86) with (3.81) leads to 

^32=^0^0 (3.87) 

L42 = -u,C,  (3.88) 

The direction of migration from anode to cathode is set positive, therefore the negative sign 
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is shown in eqn. (3.88) for anions. 

The Nernst-Einstein equation relates the ionic mobility and diffusivity in a dilute 

solution as follows. (Bird et al., 1960; Mitchell, 1993; Probstein, 1994; and Oldham and 

Myland, 1994) 

RT 
D,=^u, (3.89) 

For a fluid in porous media, the diffusion coefficient, D, and mobility, u, are changed to 

the effective diffusion coefficient D* and effective mobility u*, respectively. 

RT 
D,- = ̂ u- (3.90) 

Equations (3.87) and (3.88) are substituted into eqn. (3.89) 

D!z„Fc„ 
L32=-%^ (3.91) 

L42=-^^ (3.92) 

3.5.7 Phenomenological coefficient L34=L43 

In an infinite dilution solution, it is assumed that there is no interaction between 

ions. Therefore, the coupling coefficients are zero. 

L3,=L,3 = 0 (3.93) 

3.5.8 Summary of phenomenological equations and coefficients 

This section summarizes the phenomenological equations of coupled flow 

phenomena under the influence of hydraulic, electric and chemical gradients. 
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Thermodynamics of irreversible phenomena assume the fluxes, Jf, are linear functions of 

driving forces, Xj. 

0=1,2...I1) (3.2) 
i = l  

where Lij are phenomenological coefficients and independent of Xj. 

Onsager's reciprocal relation states that the matrix of phenomenological coefficients 

are symmetric, 

L, = ̂  (i,j = 1,2,-,n) (3.3) 

The proper choices for driving force and flux are shown in section 3.3.3 and 3.3.4 for the 

general case and in section 3.4.1 for this study. 

The phenomenological equations for the water, electric current, and ion (one anion 

and one cation) fluxes are derived as follows, 

V-(-P) 

V-(-E) 

V-(-^i :)  

v-(-n:) j  

(J 1 •' V ^11 L>12 ^13 

I L2> LI22 ^^23 ^24 

St 
= 

L3, L32 L33 L34 

L41 L 4 2  ^43 L44,  

(3.42) 

where the phenomenological coefficient matrix is symmetric. 

The phenomenological coefficients are given below; 

Ln = 
K ^12^21 

H z 
nYw ^22 

(3.49) 

L22=K (3.52) 
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D'c 
^33" (3.65) 

L44=-^ (3-66) 

L,2—Ljj— ^ (3.68) 

^^12^23 <^0^1^22 L|2^2|) 
L, 

L,, = L,^=-^ =1_LL_32 12_2^ (377) 
^22 

, r 1^12^24 '•*-0(^11^22 LjjLJ,) 
L,4=L4,= ;  p. /o;  

D:Z,FC 
L32=L,3= ' (3.91) 

D;Z,fc, 
L42=L2. = -^^ (3.92) 

L3,=L,3 = 0 (3.93) 

where 

Kh = Hydraulic conductivity , 

Yw = Density of water, 

n = Porosity of soil. 
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K = Bulk electrical conductivity, 

D*,  D* = Effect ive diff i is ivi ty of  cat ion and anion,  

R = Universal gas constant, 

T = Temperature in °K, 

Ke = Electroosmotic permeability, 

(0 = Membrane rejection coefficient, 

F = Faraday's constant, 

Zc, Za = Charge number of cation and anion. 

3.6 Coupled flow of cation and anion relative to soil 

The phenomenological equation of the system, eqn. (3.42), gives the flux of 

cations and anions under the simultaneous influence of hydraulic, electric and concentration 

gradients. But the flux of anion and cation given by the equation is relative to the 

water flux. It is more useful if the ion fluxes are converted into the flux relative to the soil. 

The diffusion flux and absolute flux of i-th spices are found to be 

T T = + —J 
w  

(3.39) 

The volume flow rate is. 

n  n - 1  

j .=i ; j ,v ,=j .v.+ z  j .v,  (3.71.a) 
i = l  

n  - 1  

For a dilute solution, the ^ JjVj term in eqn. (3.71.a) is = 0. 
i  =  l  
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Therefore, Jv = J* ^ w is substituted into eqn. (3.39), 

J |  = J?+-VJv (3.94) 
C V  w w 

For a dilute solution, = 1 and eqn. (3.94) becomes, 

j i=jf+c, . j ,  (3.95) 

Equation (3.95) shows the absolute flux is the sum of diffusive flux and convective flux. 

Therefore, the flux of cations and anions are 

Jc = Jc+CcJv 

= L3,V(-P) + L32V(-E) + L33V(-^^) + L3,V(-h^) (3.96) 

+ c,(L, ,V(-P) + L,2V(-E) + L,3V(-^:)  + L„V(-^:))  

J. = Ja + Mv 

= L„V(-P) + L,2V(-E) + L,3V(-^i :)  + L, ,V(-H^) (3.97) 

+ c,(L,,V(-P) + L,,V(-E) + L,3V(-^=) + L„V(-^I:)) 

Substituting P = y^, and eqn. (3.57) into (3.96) and (3.97) gives 

Jc= (L31 + c^L, 1)  Yw ^  (~ h)+ (L32+C^L|2) V( — E) 

RT , RT (3.98) 
(^33'^''cL|3 ) - (L'34''"'-CLI4) ~ ^("^j,) 
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Ja—(1-41+C^L, ,  )  V( (L42' ' '^aLl2) 

RT RT 
+ (L43 + c,L,3)—V(-c,)+(L44+c,L,4) —V(-cJ 

c  

(3.99) 

Equations (3.98) and (3.97) represent the cation and anion flux under the influence of 

hydraulic, electric and concentration gradients. 

3.7 Verification of phenomenological coefficient by comparison witti 

advection-dispersion equation 

The cation and anion flux equations developed in section 3.6 are compared with the 

advection-dispersion equation as a special case of eqns. (3.98) and (3.99). In the case of 

ion transport in a soil column, the membrane rejection coefficient, co, is zero and the 

phenomenological coefficients L13 and L14 become. 

No electrical potential is applied on the system, and the cation and anion migrate at 

the same velocity (direction) because of electrical neutrality (Crow, 1988). The condition, I 

= 0, is applied to eqn. (3.42) yields. 

^•3 =  ̂  
J-»22 

(3.100) 

(3.101) 

I=0 = U,V(-P) + L22V(-E) + L„V(-^=) + L24V(-^^) 

solve for V (-E) , 
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V(-E) = -^V(-P)-^V(-^i=)-^V(-t i : )  (3.102) 

Then eqns. (3.57) and (3.102) are substituted into the volume flux and diffusive flux 

equations of (3.42) 

' " RT ( L.jL,,  
J .= L, , -— 

'22 
V(-P) + |l,3-5^ •V(-cJ 

+ L„-
L12L24IRT 

(3.103) 

V(-cJ 
'22 

d _ f .  ^32^21 

'22 
V(-P)+ 

^ L32L23 
^^33" T 

RT 
V(-cJ 

'22 

^ L32L24 
^ 3 4 ~  T  L-22 

RT 
(3.104) 

V(-cJ 

Combining the eqs. (3.103), (3.104), (3.100) and (3.101) using the relation in eqn.(3.94) 

and P = Ywh leads to 

Jc = C, 
L 

r T ^12^^21 

22 

r I 1^321-23 
Y„V(-h)+ L33— 

RT 
V(-cJ 

'34 

^32^24 RT 

'22 

(3.105) 

V(-cJ 

Substitution of eqns. (3.49), (3.68), (3.52), (3.87), (3.88) and (3.93) into (3.105) gives 
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K RT u^'c^ 
Jc=c —V(-h) + D:V(-cJ 

n 1.-

RTu'u 'c  
+ i -^V(-cJ (3.106) 

K RTu'c. , , 
=c —V(-h) + D;V(-cJ+—u;v (-cj  + u;v (-cj)  

" K 

V(-CJ V(-C) 

z c =z c **a^a c^e 

k=FZ,C,U;-FZ,C,U: 

(3.107) 

The right hand side last term of eqn. (3.106) is modified using eqn. (3.107) which states 

the electrical neutrality requirements (first two equations) and definition of electrical 

conductivity (third equation). Equation (3.106) becomes 

K RT Uc(ZaUc-Z-U*) 
Jc=c-v(-h)+D:v(-cj-— v(-cj  (3.108) 

Then applying Nemst-Einstein relations, eqn. (3.89), to (3.108) leads to 

K D;D:(Z,-zj  
Jc=c -V(-h)+ V(-cJ (3.109) 

n D,z,-D,z,  

The coefficient in the second term in eqn. (3.109) is the effective diffusion coefficient of 

binary dilute solution, D (Probstein, 1994). 
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(3.110) 

The calculation process from eqn.(3.102) to (3.109) can be applied to anion flux, 

J .=c.^V(-h) + DV(-cJ (3.111) 

The continuity equation for one-dimensional flow is 

where 

C = Concentration 

J = Flux of solute 

Substituting eqns. (3.110) or (3.111) into (3.112) yields, 

dC d^C .dC 
^ = D (3.113) 
at d x -  d x  

where 

,  » Kgrad(-h)  
V = pore water velocity, v = 

Equation (3.113) is the advection dispersion equation for solute transport as derived in 

section 2.2.3 (eqn. 2.13 with retardation factor R = 0) and is also found in many textbooks 

(Freeze and Cherry, 1979; Jury et al., 1991). 
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CHAPTER 4. COMPUTER MODEL 

4.1 Introduction 

A one-dimensional computer model was developed to simulate the migration of ions 

under the simultaneous influence of hydraulic, electric and chemical gradients. 

The model is developed through the following steps; 

• Idealize the real system into governing equations 

• Select a numerical scheme to solve the governing equation 

• Discretize the space and time domain of the system. 

• Program the model with the selected solution technique. 

• Verify the model. 

This chapter discusses the above steps except the model verification which is covered in 

Chapter 6. 

4.2 Governing equations 

The governing equations for the flux of chemical species under simultaneous 

hydraulic, electrical and chemical gradient are eqns. (2.2), (3.98) and (3.99). Applying 

mass conservation, the flux of the i-th species is expressed by. 

where S; is a sink-source term representing the removal of the i-th species: possibilities 

include adsorption, precipitation, radioactive decay and plant uptake. Si is assumed zero 

for this study. 

The phenomenological coefficients that relate the gradients to fluxes are sunmiarized in 

section 3.5.8. 
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4.3 Numerical solution method 

The integral finite difference method (IFDM) is used to solve the equations with a 

set of boundary and initial conditions. The IFDM method satisfies the conservation 

principle and is simple to program. The upstream weighting scheme is used to evaluate the 

boundary value for advective flux while the arithmetic mean is used for diffusive flux at the 

boundary. 

4.3.1 Integral finite difference formulation 

Numerical equations are formulated from the integral form of the governing 

equations, as opposed to the simpler finite difference methods that employ the differential 

form of the governing equations. The IFDM formulation conserves mass because it 

integrates the concentration over die control volume. Therefore, the rates of change of fluid 

mass and solute mass in each nodal block (control volume) equals the fluxes over the 

interfaces bounding that block. (Narashimhan and Witherspoon, 1976; Javandel et al., 

1984; Roache, 1972) 

To apply the IFDM scheme, eqn. (4.1) is integrated over a volume element V which 

has a closed surface f. 

J-^c IV=-JVJ ,dV  
V  W  L  V  

(4.2) 

The Gauss divergence theorem is applied to the right hand side. 

(4.3) 

where N is unit vector pointing outward normal to the volume element and F is the surface 
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corresponding to the volume element. The Jj's are in eqns. (3.98) and (3.99) for cation 

(Jc) and anion (Ja) species, respectively. Equation (4.3) represents the integral form of 

eqn. (4.1). 

4.3.2 Discretization 

The model is set up so that the following is generalized for 2-3 dimensions although 

this study is one-dimensional. 

a.) Discretized flow region 

The flow domain is discretized so that interfaces between elements are 

perpendicular to the line connecting any two nodal points (fig. 4.1). 

k=5 

k=4 

k=2 

k=3 

Figure 4.1 Generalized discretization mesh for integral 
finite difference method. 

The discretized form of eqn. (4.3) becomes 

(AC:), 
V—^=-£ (J,  

At Ic=i 
(4.4) 
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where 

Jj  -IN^^ = flux of  species i  f lowing perpendicularly out  of  element m and entering 

element k crossing the boundary 

Am,k = interface area between control volumes m, and k 

(Aci)n, = concentration change across during an interval time of At. 

b.) Discretized driving forces 

As shown in eqns. (3.98) and (3.99), the flux of cation or anion is driven by four 

different driving forces, V(-h), V(-E), V(-Cc) and V(-Ca). These gradients are discretized 

as follows. 

hk~hm 
V(-h)  = - -V-^ (4.5)  

"mk 

V(-E) = -
Ek-E.  

m k  

V(-cJ = -
(^c)k (''c)!!! 

m k  

V(-cJ = -
( C a ) k - ( C a ) m  

mk 

(4.6) 

(4.7) 

(4.8) 

where subscripts m and k represent the control volumes m and k, and dmk is the distance 

between nodes m and k. The imposed hydraulic and electrical gradient are assumed 

constant while the chemical gradients are functions of time and space in the system, 

c.) Fluxes 

The flux of ions flowing into the volume element m is given by eqns. (3.98) and 
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(3.99). The right hand side terms in the equations are either advective transport or 

diffusive transport terms. The terms andL^^-^VC-C^) are diffusive 
c ' 

terms. The other terms in the right hand side of equations are advective transport terms. 

For the use of IFDM, all the properties attributed to each volume are expressed at 

the nodal point (centroid). Since the transport between control volumes takes place at the 

interface between neighboring volumes, it is essential to estimate the values at the interface 

from the nodal values. 

For diffusion, linear interpolation is used to estimate the interface value. However, 

it is known that linear interpolation results in a wrong estimate for advective transport 

(Roache, 1972; Fletcher, 1990). The upstream weighting or upwind method can handle 

the steep advective profile. 

For the upwind scheme, the concentration at the interface of element m and k is 

Cnjj = interface value 

^ = upstream weighting factor which ranges 0.5 < ^ s 1.0 

and the flow is from node m to node k. 

d.) Time domain 

In the above discussion, the concentration of ions at nodes and element interfaces is 

a function of time. Time averaged concentration values are needed to calculate the total 

chemical entering a control volume during the time increment At: the average value at the 

interface of elements is 

(4.9) 

where 

At t 
(4.10) 
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where 

(^i)mk ~ space and l ime average vaiue at  the interface between control  volumes m 

and k. 

By introducing the time weighting factor a, the time and space averaged values at m and k 

are expressed as follows. 

( C r ) k  o r  m = ( C i ) °  o r  .+ a(ACi), „ „ (4.11) 

where, superscript 0 denotes the initial value at the beginning of the time under 

consideration. Using eqns. (4.11) and (4.9), the space and time average value at the 

interface is calculated as 

(ei)-=5((c,)°  + a(Ac,)J+(l-5)((c,) ;  + a(Ac,) , )  (4.12) 

Substituting eqns. (3.98), (3.99), (4.5), (4.6), (4.7), (4.8) and (4.12) into eqn. 

(4.4), the change of concentration at element m during the time interval At can be 

calculated. Then the concentration within control volimie m after time At is 

(Ci):=(Ci):+(AC;)^ (4.13) 

When a = 0, the equation can be solved explicitly; however, the explicit solution is not 

stable when time increment At exceeds the critical value. When 0.5 s a ̂  1.0, the solution 

is unconditionally stable. For the "Crank-Nicholson" central difference method, a = 0.5, 

and for the "full implicit" backward difference method, a= 1.0 (Smith 1985). Both 

implicit methods require iterative solutions to calculate (Ac,)m for time increment of At. In 

this study, the explicit formulation is used for programming simplicity, therefore a = 0. 
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4.3.3 One-dimensionai discretized equation 

Combine eqns. (4.4), (3.98), (3.99) and (4.5) through (4.8) to yield eqns. (4.i4) 

and (4.15) for a one-dimensional domain. Therefore the neighboring control volume is 

reduced to two, and the interface between control volume is perpendicular to the flux, 

^ k ^  k=l  

~ V |( 3L"'"LLL(''C)M-L.M)YW( )A d m-1 .m 

(^31 "^^1 l(''c)tn.m+I ) Yw( ^ 

+ (L32 + L,2(Cc)n,_,  „ , )(  J  )^m- l ,m'^(L32" '"^l2(^c)m.m+l ) (  

/ ' (c .)°-(cj° . .  
A. 

^m+1 
)A m.m+1 

+d: 
f(CcC, - (cj :  

Am-i.m + D* m.m+1 

+ L,3RT 

+ L„RT 

(Cc)L.-(Ce);  
A I + LI •> RT m— I .m I J 

f (Cc)l-(Cc) 
0 
m+1 

f (cX-,-(cX^ 
A • + L, .RT m—I .m 14 

(Cc) c'm.m+1 

m.m+1 

f (Ca)"m-(cjL.  

(c j  a' nvm+1 

1, 
^m.m+ i 

(4.14) 
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At _ . At ^ 

l c  =  l  

h„_.-h 

(^41 "'"^1 L(CA)(N.M+L ) YW( 
h„-h„. ,  m  m + 1  

d 

)^ni.in+1 

E —E 
•*" (^42'^^12(''a)m-l.m)( J )Am-l.m"^ (^42"*" 2(^3)111™+1 ) ( 

^m+1 
)'Ani.m+1 

+d: 
/ y \0 y \0 

(^a'm-I (^a)m 
An,-i.m + D, 

+ L,,RT Am-l.m''"Ll4^T 

I '  • • m . m + 1  

f(cj :-(cj ;  ' m + l  

+ L,jRT 
' a - ' m - I . m  

( ^ c ) m - l . n i  

(Ca) a / m . m + 1  

m . m + 1  

f(Cc)m-(Cc)m+, 

(Cc) c - ' m m + I  

I 
k > 

m . m + 1  

(4.15) 

4.4 Programming 

The computer model was developed on an EBM compatible personal computer 

running in Microsoft Windows environment. The program is coded in FORTRAN 

language and compiled (Microsoft Fortran Powerstation, version 1.0) to generate 

executable files. Although the entire programming and debuggmg process was performed 

on a personal computer, the program is written in ANSI Fortran 77 standard for easy 

migration to main frame computers. The simulation scheme used in this simulation model 

requires very small time steps. At, for solution stability. For main frame computer systems 

vectorization of loop calculations will facilitate parallel processing. 

The program source listings and sample input data are listed in Appendix A, B and 

C, respectively. 
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CHAPTER 5. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 

In lliis chapter, materials aiid apparatus as well as the methodology used in the 

experiment are explained. Objectives are listed in section 5.1. Materials and apparatus are 

explained in section 5.2, and experimental procedures in section 5.3. 

5.1 Objectives 

A laboratory experiment was conducted to evaluate the theoretical development and 

computer simulation model described in Chapters 3 and 4, respectively. The objectives of 

the laboratory experiment were: 

i) Demonstrate the flow of cation and anion under simultaneous influence of 

hydraulic, electric and chemical gradient. 

ii) Provide data for evaluation of theoretical development and the computer model. 

iii) Evaluate the possibility of electro-kinetic nitrate removal from shallow 

groundwater. 

5.2 Materials and apparatus 

Standard laboratory procedures for determining solute movement under 

simultaneous hydraulic, electric and chemical gradients were not available. Therefore a 

method was developed, and permeameters were constructed. Schematics of the 

permeameter are shown in figs. 5.1 and 5.2 for flow control and electrical measurement 

systems. Further description of the permeameter and methods are given in the following 

sections. 

5.2.1 Porous media 

Packed "Accusand" (silica sand, 40/50 sieve sizes) was the porous media used for 
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this study. "Accusand" was purchased from Unimin Corporation, Le Sueur, MN, USA. 

The sand was prewashed witli water and presieved by the manufacturer (Schroth et al., 

1995). Some of the physical and chemical properties of the sand are listed in table 5.1. 

Prior to packing sand for each test, sand was washed with distilled water and then 

oven dried before re-packing. The oven temperature was set at 70 °C to minimize 

weathering of the sand during drying. Washing the sand was repeated until the water after 

washing had an EC (electrical conductivity) value less than 15* 10"^ dS m-^. 

Soil particle density was determined as 2.64 by the pycnometer method (ASTM, 

1958, pp. 80). 

Table 5.1 Physical and chemical properties of Accusand used for 
experiment.(from Schroth et d. 1995) 

Accusand 40/50 grade 

Particle diameter d50 (mm) 

Uniformity coeff. dgo/dio 

Particle sphericity 

Particle density (g/cm^) 

Saturated hydraulic conductivity (cm/min.) 

Cation Exchange Capacity, CEC (meq/l(X) g 
soil) 

Organic Carbon (%) 

Total Copper (jig/g) 

Total Lead (|ig/g) 

Total Manganese ((ig/g) 

Total Zinc (|ig/g) 

* Average and standard deviation. 

Phvsical Properties 

0.359 ±0.010* 

1.200 ±0.018' 

0.9 

2.663 

Hydraulic conductivity 

4.3 ±0.11* 

Chemical Analvsis 

0.67 

0.03 

< 14.0 

< 5.0 

<34.1 

<6.18 



Mariotte 
constant head 
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Packed sand 

nflow 
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Valve-
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Outflow 

Figure 5.1 Schematics of 1.0 m PVC column set 
up for hydraulic conductivity 
measurement. 

Outflow 

Flowthrough 
EC electrode 

I n f l o w  Peristaltic 
pump 

Perforated 
plates 

Sand-column 

Graphite 
electrode 

Downstream 
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Upstream Sampling Access 
Chamber (Rubber septa) 

Figure 5.2a Schematics of flow control and water sampling setup for 0.5 m 
PVC column (Electric circuit for this column is shown in fig. 
5.2b). 
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Passive Electrode 
(Stainless steel) Active E sctrode 

Graphite, Cathode 
Active Electrode 
Graphite,^node 

^ Op. Amps 

DC voltage source 

Voltmeter 

Current 
meter 

Data Logger 

Figure 5.2b Schematics of electrical circuit and measurement set up for 0.5 m PVC 
column (Flow control system for this column is shown in fig. 5.2a). 

5.2.2 Permeameter columns 

Two different types of permeameter columns were used in this experiment. Three 

1.0 m and one 0.5 m columns were prepared from PVC irrigation pipe with a 10 cm 

internal diameter (figs. 5.1 and 5.2a and b). A more detailed description of each 

permeameter is given in the following subsections. 

5.2.2a One meter vertical columns 

The 1.0 m columns (fig. 5.1) were used in the experiment to determine a packing 

procedure by comparing the uniformity of hydraulic conductivity for different packing 

procedures. Each column was equipped with a PVC cap on one end while the other end 

was left open. A 12 mm ball valve was attached to the cap. 

Three 1.0 m columns were set vertically and a Mariotte bottle provided a constant 
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head water supply to the columns. Plastic tubing was attached to the valve outlet on one 

end. By changing the height of the other end of the tubing, hydraulic head (AH) applied to 

the column was controlled (fig. 5.1). 

5.2.2b Half meter horizontal column 

One 50 cm long permeameter was constructed in order to investigate nitrate ion 

movement (figs. 5.2a and b). Two PVC Tee's (10 x 10 x 2.5 cm diameter) were attached 

to both ends of a 50 cm long PVC tube. Grooves at the ends of tubes accommodated O-

rings for sealing and facilitated easy removal of the Tee's after the experiment. 

Two perforated stainless steel plates were placed between Tee's and the column 

cylinder (fig. 5.2a). These plates separated the packed sand in the column from the 

upstream and downstream chambers shown in fig. 5.2b, at both ends of the sand column. 

Also, a voltmeter was connected across the stainless plates; the plates served as passive 

electrodes (fig. 5.2b). Thus, readings of the applied voltage to the packed column were 

obtained. 

Two 10 cm diameter graphite cloths, available from Bioanalytical Systems Inc. 

(West Lafayette, IN), were glued to PVC end-plates by conductive epoxy graphite glue. A 

wire was connected to the cloth. The copper wire connection to the cloth was carefully 

covered with glue to avoid direct contact of copper with liquid. Copper would be ionized at 

the cathode if it directly contacted with the solution. The end-plate was glued to the Tee's 

and then inserted at both ends of the cylinder with the graphite cloth on the chamber side of 

the plate (fig. 5.2a). The copper wires were connected to the direct current voltage source 

(Hewlett Packard HP6114A Precision Power Supply and HP6217A Power Supply). The 

graphite cloth electrodes were used to apply the voltage (active electrode in fig. 5.2a). 

Graphite was selected because it is inert and does not degrade by electrolysis. Since no 
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current was added at the passive electrodes, the stainless steel passive electrodes were not 

degraded by electrolysis. 

Nine holes (12 mm diameter) were drilled in the column cylinder and capped with 

rubber septa (fig. 5.2a). These septa were used as soil water sampling ports as well as for 

needle electrode access to the column. Needle electrodes measured voltage along the 

column sections. Spacing was 5 cm for interior ports and 3.5 cm for end ports. 

5.2.3 Electrical circuit and data acquisition apparatus 

Electric current thorough the system was measured. A resistor ranging between 10 

to 100 Q (depending on the electrolyte concentration used) was placed in the voltage 

application circuit ("Current meter" in fig. 5.2b; DC source - Anode - Cathode -DC source 

circuit). Voltage drop between the resisters, was used to calculate current through the 

system by the Ohm's law. Voltage drop during the experiment was monitored every 

second and averaged every minute by a CRIO data logger. 

The DC voltage supply, the Hewlett Packard HP6114A Precision Power Supply 

and HP6217A Power Supply had a capacity of 1.0 amp at 40 Volts and 250 milliamps at 

40 volts respectively. 

During the experiment, needle electrodes were inserted into the column through the 

rubber septa ports to record voltage drop within the four column sections (fig. 5.2b). 

Needle electrodes were selected to minimize flow disturbance. The needle electrodes were 

isolated from the data logger circuitry to avoid interference to the applied electric field of the 

column. The isolation was achieved through operational amplifiers (OA Amps, in fig. 

5.2b). Four INA 114 Precision Instrumentation Amplifier chipsets (Burr-Brown , Tucson 

AZ) with gain control resistor were assembled for this purpose. 

The voltage measurement between passive electrodes adjacent to the sand column 
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(voltmeter in fig. 5.2b), was also isolated from the voltage application system by using a 

battery operated Fluke 87 handheld multimeter. 

5.2.4 Fluid flow control setup 

Sodium nitrate test solution prepared in a 20 liter tank was applied to the column at 

constant flow rate by a peristaltic pump (fig. 5.2a). The peristaltic pump (Peristaltic Pump 

P-3, Pharmacia Fine Chemicals, Sweden) was tested for flow rate stability prior to the 

experiment. The flow rate fluctuation of the pump was less than 5 % for flow rates 9.0 and 

18.0 cc min-'. 

Test solution was supplied to the upstream chamber (fig. 5.2a, anode side in fig. 

5.2b) and traveled through the column to the downstream chamber. At the beginning of the 

experiment, a 30 degree inclined manometer was used to measure head difference between 

the upstream and downstream chambers. The upstream and downstream chamber 

capacities were 346 cm^ each or 26% of sand column pore volume. 

Outflow from the downstream chamber was allowed to drip into a funnel connected 

to Tygon tubing. Electrical conductivity of effluent in tubing was monitored by a flow 

through conductivity cell (YSI model 3445 EC Electrode, k=1.0 cm-', YSI Inc., Yellow 

Springs, OH) connected to conductance measuring bridge (YSI model 32 conductance 

meter). The conductivity cell was electrically isolated from the column because water 

dripped into the funnel. The isolation was required to make the EC measurement correct as 

well as to avoid electrical interference to the applied electric gradient to the column. The EC 

readings were recorded on a CRIO data logger, and the effluent was sampled for nitrate 

concentration analysis. 
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5.2.5 Soil water sampling 

The vacutainer biood sampling system (Becton Dickinson Vacutainer Systems, 

Franklin Lakes, NJ) which consists of double sided needles and pre-vacuumed 10 cc test 

tubes capped with rubber septa, was used to sample soil water from the sampling ports at 

the end of the each experiment. At the end of experiment, nine double sided needles were 

inserted into column through sampling ports (fig. 5.2a). Then the sampling test tubes were 

simultaneously pushed onto the double sided needles, and soil water flowed into pre 

vacuumed test tubes. Each 5 cm increment in the sand colunm held 135 cc of pore water. 

The 10 cc sampling volume was selected because it was less than 10 % of the pore water 

volume represented by each port. 

5.2.6 Nitrate concentration measurement 

Nitrate concentration of the effluent and pore water samples were measured by two 

different methods. The first utilized a nitrate ion selective plastic membrane electrode 

(Orion model 93-07 Nitrate electrode, Orion Research, Boston MA) with reference 

electrode (Orion model 9002 reference electrode) and connected to a pH/ISE meter (ATI 

Orion Benchtop pH/ISE meter model 920A). One in 25 samples were tested for nitrate 

concentration by the distillation-titration method (modified Kjeldahl method). 

For this experiment, NaNOs was dissolved in deionized distilled water; therefore 

interference to the nitrate ion selective electrode was not a big concern. However, the pH 

and ionic strength ranges were large. Ionic strength adjustment and pH adjustment were 

critical for accurate measurement by the ion selective electrode. To adjust the sample pH 

near 3 and provide a constant ionic strength background, 0.05M Al2(S04)3 was added to 

the sample (volume ratio of 1:1) before each measurement (Baker and Thompson, 1992). 

The second method was an indirect measurement of nitrate concentration using EC 
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readings. Electric conductivity (EC) of outflow was measured and recorded as explained in 

section 5.2.4. Sodium nitrate was the only salt species in the effluent solution, so the 

calibrated relationship between nitrate concentration and EC was used to determine the 

concentration of nitrate in effluent. For a calibration range from 50 to 2000 ppm NOj, a 

regression equation was obtained 

[NOjinppm] = —6.8300 + 0.5841 x [eC in |imho] 

r^= 0.9994 (5.1) 

standard error of estimate = 12.7 

5.3 Experimental procedure 

The sand packing method, column saturation process and column experiments with 

and without flow of nitrate solution are included in this section. The experiments were 

conducted at the University of Arizona, Agricultural and Biosystems Engineering, Water 

Quality Laboratory. During the experiments, the laboratory room temperature was 25±1.5 

°C. 

5.3.1 Packing of ttie column 

Uniform and standardized packing of the column is critical to ensure the 

repeatability of the experiment. Utilizing the 1.0 m columns described in section 5.2.2a, 

three different packing procedures were tested for repeatability and uniformity. Based on 

the results of this test, the column packing procedure was determined for all experiments in 

this study. 

Prewashed, oven dried sand was packed in three 1.0 m column tubes (fig. 5.2a) 

using an identical packing method. Packed sand was slowly saturated from the bottom by 
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lifting a Mariotte bottle connected to the bottom of columns from the bottom plane of the 

sand column to the top. The mariotte bottle was raised 10 cm every 15 minute to minimize 

entrapped air in columns. The capillary rise of the sand was tested prior to this test, and 

20 and 30 cm rise were observed over 30 and 60 minute time periods, respectively. After 

saturation of the three columns, constant head was applied to the columns and hydraulic 

conductivity (Ksat) was measured. 

Apparatus used for column packing are shown in fig. 5.3. A funnel attached to a 

PVC tube was constructed. A copper wire was placed inside the funnel tube and grounded 

during packing (fig. 5.3, left) to reduce the accumulation of static charge in the tube. A 

tamping rod (fig. 5.3, right) was used to obtain uniform bulk density over the length of the 

columns. 

owder 
funnel 

Copper 
w i r e  

PVC pipe 
20 mm dia. 
L=50 and 100 cm 

Flange 
90 mm dia. 

Figure 5.3 Funnel & tube (left) and tamping rod 
(right) used for packing of sand column. 

Totalweight 
=1.73 kg 

Gas pipe 
20 mm dia. 
L=130 cm 

Three different sand packing methods were tested for comparison. 

5.3.2 Saturation process of column 

There are many possible methods to saturate a soil column. To avoid entrapped air. 



Schroth et al. (1995) replaced the air in a sand column with CO2 gas prior to the application 

of water. CO2 is more soluble in water than air, therefore less entrapped gas, is expected. 

However, we did not use CO2 because carbonate would be added to the solution. 

The columns were saturated prior to the experiment by applying the test solution at 

9.0 cm^ min-' flow rate (except the case explained in section 5.3.1). This method may 

have left some entrapped air in the column and resulted in a lower hydraulic conductivity 

(Ksat) than measured by Schroth et al. (1995) in which CO2 gas used. Even though the 

measured Ksat value was smaller, it was consistent and reproducible. 

5.3.3 Diffusion and migration experiment 

The simultaneous effect of electromigration and diffusion on ion movement was 

tested. No hydraulic gradient was applied during this experiment. The sand column (fig. 

5.2.a, b) was prepared and saturated (section 5.3.2) with test concentrations of NaNOs. 

Then, at time zero, 30 volts of DC electric potential was applied to the column 

through the graphite electrodes. The voltage drop between the passive electrode and the 

voltage drop within the column was monitored and recorded. At the end of the 

predetermined time period, pore water samples were collected through the septa by 

sampling apparatus (Vacutainer sampling system). The collected samples were transferred 

to vials and refrigerated for later nitrate concentration measurement. After the experiment, 

the column was disassembled and cleaned with distilled water. Used sand was collected, 

washed with distilled water and then oven dried for the next experiment. 

5.3.4 Effective diffusion coefficient measurement 

The effective diffusion (diffusion-dispersion) coefficient (D*) was measured 

following the procedure in van Genuchten and Wierenga (1986). The 0.5 m permeameter 
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was used without applying voltage to the active electrodes. The wires from both active and 

passive electrodes were short circuited to avoid the development of streaming potential 

during experiments. 

A flexible latex membrane (balloon) was utilized to achieve an instantaneous change 

of solution in the upstream chamber from concentration CO to C i. After saturation of the 

column by a Co concentration solution, a very flexible balloon was placed in the upstream 

chamber. Then Ci concentration solution was pumped into the balloon so that the 

upstream chamber solution was replaced with C\ solution without mixing each other. 

During this period, two solutions were in the upstream chamber separated by the balloon 

membrane. When the Cq solution was completely replaced with the C i solution, the 

membrane was punctured by needles. 

The effluent EC value, recorded in the data logger, was used to calculate the 

changing concentration of outflow from the column. The experiment was repeated three 

times using different initial, Cq, and final, CI, concentrations. 

The EC readings were normalized and plotted against the amount of water passing 

through the column in pore volume units. The breakthrough curve was compared with the 

precalculated break through curves using different column Peclet numbers. From the 

comparison, the Peclet number was determined for each test. Colunm Peclet number is 

defined as follows. 

where 

Pe= column Peclet number, 

V= pore flow velocity, cm sec"', 
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L= column length, cm, 

D'= effective diffusion coefficient, cm^ sec*^ 

The effective diffusion value was calculated by the eqn. (5.2). 

5.3.5 Migration, diffusion and convection experiment 

Ion movement under the influence of three simultaneous gradients was measured. 

After column preparation and saturation, a constant inflow rate, 0.112 or 0.225 cm min"' 

(9.0 or 18.0 cc min-^ was provided to the column throughout the experiment. After flow 

stabilized, 30 volts of DC electric gradient was applied to the active electrode. The passive 

electrode voltage as well as the effluent EC readings were measured and recorded in the 

data logger. Effluent was also collected and stored in vials for later NO3 concentration 

measurement. 

The pH of outflow from the column changed with time, so the correlation between 

EC value and the nitrate concentration regression equation (eqn. 5.1) was not valid for this 

experiment. The nitrate concentration of collected effluent was measured by ion selective 

electrode (section 5.2.6). 

At the end of the experiment, pore water samples were collected by the Vacutainer 

sampling system. The upstream and downstream chamber solution were also sampled at 

the end of the experiment. 
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CHAPTER 6. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

6.1 Introduction 

Column experiments were used to assess simultaneous flow of water and ions 

under the influence of hydraulic, electric and chemical gradients. Experiments are 

discussed in section 6.2 and are compared with numerical simulation results in section 6.3. 

6.2 Coiumn experiments 

Column experiments included no water flow, low water flow and high water flow 

with 30V applied to electrodes (1-9 and 12 - 19, table 6.1). In addition, two experiments 

(10 and 11, table 6.1) were performed with no voltage in order to calculate the diffusion -

dispersion coefficient. Experiments 1, 2,3 were not repeated, experiments 4-9, 12 - 19 

were repeated twice and experiments 10 and 11 were repeated three times. The averaged 

values were used for analysis except 10 and 11. The obtained data from experiment 10 and 

11 were used for analysis individually, then processed results were averaged (effective 

diffusion coefficient, section 6.2.2 ). 
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Table 6.1 Column experiment parameters summary. 

Exp. # Type of exp. Description 

1 No flow Ci*3=lOO ppm, AE=30 V, T=1 hr 

2 No flow Ci=100 ppm, AE=30 V, T=14 hrs 

3 No flow Ci=100 ppm, AE=30 V, T=100 hrs 

4 No flow Ci=l00 ppm, AE=30 V, T=6 hrs 

5 No flow CplOO ppm,AE=30 V, T=12 hrs 

6 No flow Ci=100 ppm,AE=30 V, T=3 hrs 

7 No flow Ci=5CK) ppm,AE=30 V, T=12 hrs 

8 No flow Ci=100 ppm, AE=30 V, T=24 hrs 

9 No flow Ci=10 ppm, AE=30 V, T=12 hrs 

10 Diffusion coeff. 
No AE, No flow 

Distilled water to 10 ppm, Q*'=9 cm3 sec' 

11 Diffusion coeff. 
No AE, No flow 

10 ppm to 100 ppm, Q=9 cm3 sec*' 

12 Low flow*' Ci=100 ppm, AE=30 V, T=5.5 hrs, Q=9 cm3 sec' 

13 Low flow Ci=100 ppm, AE=30 V, T=7.5 hrs, Q=9 cm3 sec*' 

14 Low flow Ci=100 ppm, AE=30 V, T=18 hrs, Q=9 cm3 see"' 

15 Low flow Ci=500 ppm, AE=30 V, T=9 hrs, Q=9 cm3 sec' 

16 Low flow Ci=1000 ppm, AE=30 V, T=7 hrs, Q=9 cni3 sec"' 

17 Hi flow*2 Ci=i00 ppm, AE=30 V, T=9 hrs, Q*2=18 cm3 sec' 

18 Hi flow Ci=500 ppm, AE=30 V, T=5 hrs, Q=18 cm3 sec' 

19 Hi flow Ci=1000 ppm, AE=30 V, T=4 hrs, Q=18 cm3 sec' 

* •: flux rate of 0.112 cm min-' *2; flux rate of 0.225 cm min*' 
initial or inflow concentration. 

6.2.1 Column packing 

Three sand packing methods were tested. For each method, three 1.0 m columns 

were packed for hydraulic conductivity (Ksat) measurement. By comparing the obtained 

Ksat from the three replicates, packing repeatability was checked. The Ksat value was 

compared with the Ksat obtained by Schroth et al. (1995). The comparison is summarized 
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in table 6.2. The second packing method in table 6.2 was selected and used throughout the 

experiment. 

Table 6.2 Summary of hydraulic conductivity (Ksat) data from trial colunm packing. 

1 Dry sand w/ funnel, no compaction 5.10 ± 0.6 (1.64)* 

2 Dry sand w/funnel, tamping every 3.03 ±0.2 (1.75)* 
5 cm increment. 

3 Dry sand w/o funnel, tamping every 3.10 ± 0.3 (1.75)* 
10 cm increment. 

* average packing density (pd) 

The 0.5 m column was packed by procedure 2 and gave column average packing 

density of 1.75 g/cm^, porosity of 0.337, and hydraulic conductivity of 2.5 to 2.9 cm 

min*' (4.2 to 4.8 x 10*3 cm sec^). 

6.2.2 Apparent diffusion coefficient 

The apparent diffusion coefficient of columns at 0.112 cm min*' (9.0 cm^ min"') 

flux rate was determined with the trial and error method described in van Genuchten et al. 

(1986). Measurements for the three replicates were averaged. Effluent relative 

concentration vs. normalized time was plotted in fig. 6.1 along with the values calculated 

from the analytical solution for different Peclet numbers. The pore volume (PV) is defined 

as the normalized time by eqn. (6.1) and is used in the following sections to compare the 

results from different flow rate experiments. 

No Packing method 

Saturated conductivity 
mean and standard deviation. 
(4.3 ± 0.11 cm/min from 
Schrothetal. 1995) 

[Number of PV] = 
[flow rate] [time] 

(6.1) 
[volume of column] [porosity ] 
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0.5 
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1 1.5 
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Figure 6.1. Observed and theoretical breakthrough curves for effective diffusion calculation. 
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Data (fig. 6.1) showed relative concentrations equal to 0.5 at one pore water 

volume, therefore, the retardation factor was 1.0, i.e. their was no retardation. Observed 

data followed the analytic solution for a Peclet number 50. Therefore, the apparent 

diffusion coefficient was calculated as 5.56E-3 cm^ sec"' usmg the following equation. 

D-=^ (6.2) 

where 

v = pore water velocity, cm sec*' 

L = column length, cm 

Pe = Peclet number 

D* = apparent diffusivity, cm^ sec' 

The obtained apparent diffusion coefficient was used for the numerical simulation. 

6.2.3 Electro migration 

Nine column experiments were conducted with no water flow and 30 volts applied 

between active electrodes. The packed column was saturated with the sodium nitrate 

solution. Hydraulic conductivity was checked to ensure packing uniformity and compared. 

The voltage was applied after the upstream and downstream chamber water levels 

equiUbrated. 

Three different initial concenti-ations of sodium nitrate (10, 100 and 500 ppm 

NO3-N) were tested and the duration of voltage application ranged from 1 to 100 hrs. 

Water samples from the column were analyzed for pH and NO3 concentration. 
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6.2.3.1 Nitrate concentration 

Nitrate concentration profiles for the ICQ ppm initial concentration, varying 

durations of voltage application are shown in fig. 6.2. The normalized concentration was 

the observed concentration divided by the initial concentration. The nitrate concentration 

increased at the anode as time of voltage application increased and, conversely, decreased at 

the cathode. Anions migrated toward the anode under the application of electric potential. 

Concentration increase at the anode and concentration decrease at the cathode were 

nearly equal for early measurements (3 and 6 hrs, fig. 6.2). The increase at the anode (24 

and 100 hrs) continued while the decrease at cathode ceased. The change of concentration 

was observed only at the ends of the column for early times and propagated toward the 

middle part of the colunm as time increased. In fig. 6.2, the area of mcreased concentration 

was almost equal to the area of decrease. This suggests that mass of nitrate was conserved 

during the tests. After 100 hrs of 30 V application, nitrate concentration for 60% of the 

column on the cathode side was below half of the initial concentration. 

For the 100 ppm initial concentration experiment, the magnitude of concentration 

change at the anode was plotted vs. time in fig. 6.3. The result of regression analysis is 

summarized in table 6.3. The relative concentration in the anode chamber showed a semi

log linear increase over time. 

Table 6.3 Regression analysis summary of concentration change against 
duration of voltage application. 

Regression equation y = a Log (x) 

a 1.5169 

r^ 0.9198 

standard error of estimate 0.2142* 

* 95% confidence level. 

The effect of initial concentration on the development of the concentration profile is 



Regression: 
Y=1.5169 Log(X) 

r^=0.92 

Elapsed time, hrs 

Figure 6.3. Nitrate concentration vs. time for 100-ppm initial concentration and no flow. 
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presented in fig. 6.4 for three different initial concentrations (10, 100 and 500 ppm) after 

12 hours of 30 V appiicauon. For no flow experiments, 1-9, relative nitrate concentration 

was nearly identical for the three initial concentrations. 

Mass conservation was evaluated. An assumption was that sampled water from 

the column represented the average concentration of the volume section between sampling 

ports. The results are summarized in table 6.4. The mass conservation error averaged +10 

% (standard deviation = 0.106, 0.06 for exp. # 4 to 9). 

The first three experiments showed a larger error than the rest. Possibly, an under 

estimate of "before experiment" was caused by addition of ISA (ionic strength adjuster) 

solution to the sample. Aluminum sulfate solution was used for all other samples to adjust 

pH and ionic of the sample solution. The slightly higher pH value of ISA solution resulted 

in the lower readings by the ion selective electrode meter. The mass conservation error 

was less than 5 % when the three readings were excluded. 

Table 6.4 Mass conservation calculation of the no-flow 
experiments. 

Exp. #*1 Total Nitrate (mg) 

Before After After/ 
experiment experiment Before 

1 694.532 803.542 1.157 

2 1041.798 1312.291 1.260 

3 1096.952 1395.248 1.271 

4 1090.824 1042.884 0.956 

5 1025.456 1030.708 1.005 

6 986.644 998.600 1.012 

7 4514.460 5117.618 1.134 

8 1009.115 1091.256 1.081 

9 90.493 94.373 1.040 

Average 1.102 

* I; experiment number as in table 6.1 
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6.2.3.2 pH 

The samples used for uiUate coiicenUatioii measurement were tested for pH. The 

pH profile in the column for several 30 volt application times is shown in fig. 6.5. Figure 

6.6 shows the pH and relative concentration of 12 and 100 hrs. voltage application. 

The pH change in the column is shown in fig. 6.5 for the 100 ppm initial NO3-N 

concentration. The pH values decreased at the anode and increased at the cathode. The 

low pH front (acid front) developed at the anode and then propagated toward the cathode. 

At the same time, the high pH front (base front) developed at the cathode and propagated 

toward the anode. This result agrees with observations by Acar et al. (1990), Acar and 

Alshawabkeh (1993) and Eid (1995). 

Despite the different ionic mobilities of hydrogen and hydroxide ions (H"^; 362.5E-

5, and OH": 204.8E-5 cm-sec' V"'), the propagation rates of the front from the anode 

and the OH" front from the cathode were similar (fig. 6.5). Probably, the infinite dilution 

assumption was not valid for 100 ppm concentration, and, thus, ionic mobility of the ions 

changed. Infinite dilution assumes no interaction between H"^ and OH" which were moving 

in opposite directions. 

The pH profiles and relative nitrate concentrations at 12 and 100 hrs of 30 volt 

application are plotted in fig. 6.6. The change of relative nitrate concentration observed at 

0.8 to 1.0 normahzed distance for the 12 hr experiment matched the change of pH profile at 

the same normalized distance. The big change in pH profile in the column coincided with 

the change of nitrate concentration. The same results were observed for all other time 

duration ranges as well as for different initial concentrations. This pH relationship between 

and relative nitrate concentration change agrees with observations made by Eid (1995). 

The pH profiles after 24 hr for the three initial concentrations are shown in fig. 6.7. 

Rate of OH" front propagation increased with concentration. For the 100 ppm and 500 
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ppm concentration, the H+ fronts moved at the same rate and faster than the H+ front for the 

10 ppm concentradon. Tne pH value indicates the location of nitrate concentration change 

in the column but is not capable of predicting the concentration after pH reaches the 

maximum (pH=l 1 to 12) or minimum (pH=3) value (fig. 6.6). 

6.2.3.3 Electric current through the system 

The electric current through the column for the 100 and 500 ppm initial 

concentration plotted in figs. 6.8 and 6.9, respectively. For both experiments, initial 

current decreased by 0.25 mA during the first half hour, and then current increased at a rate 

of 0.1 to 0.12 mA hr'. 

Although current change was not linear with time, the average value was multiplied 

by time increment for calculation of the power consumed during experiments. Averaging 

was justifiable because the range of current variation during the test was small (within ±10 

% deviation from average value). Power consumption and nitrate concentration increase at 

the anode chamber were plotted in fig. 6.10. Although the value was small (0.7 in fig. 

6.10), a log linear relations between power consumption and nitrate concentration change 

in the anode chamber is likely. The regression line intercepts the y-axis above zero, 

possibly suggesting that efficiency decreases as power consumption increases. 

6.2.4 Ion movement under three simultaneous gradient 

Three initial concentrations, 100-, 500- and 1,000-ppm and 2 flux rates, 0.112 and 

0.225 cm min-' (9.0 and 18.0 cm^ sec-'), were tested under the application of 30 V between 

active electrodes (experiments 12-19 in table 6.1 and fig. 5.2). For each concentration 

level, total pore volumes of flow into the column were the same for both high and low 

concentration. The time length of 30 V application was designed so that columns with the 
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same initial concentration received the same amount of water for each of the three 

concentration (fig. 6.11). 

6.2.4.1 Nitrate concentration 

Nitrate concentration of effluent in the downstream anode chamber (fig. 5.2) was 

plotted against pore volumes pumped through the column (fig. 6.11). The pH change in 

effluent prevented the use of the calibrated relationship between nitrate concentration and 

EC. One in twenty nitrate concentrations determined by ion selective electrode were 

checked by the distillation-titration (modified kheldjal) method. 

The observed nitrate concentration change in the effluent from the column (fig. 

6.11) was not statistically significant (95% confidence level for normalized concentration). 

Though the overall change was not significant, concentration increased at earlier times 

(inception to approx. 1.0 PV) for all tests. 

Concentration profiles are shown in fig. 6.12 for 2 flow rates. Concentration 

increased above inflow concentration for smaller flux rates and longer application times. 

Eid (1995) reported nitrate retention in a sand column against a flux rate of 1.17 cm min-' 

(19.5 E-3 cm sec*') which was 5 times larger than the flux used in this study. The 

orientation of electrode polarity relative to the flow direction (upstream anode in Eid's 

case) was probably the source of the difference. The concentration at the anode was higher 

than the cathode value by 5 % to 10 % for all cases (fig. 6.12). But there was no clear 

relationship between flow rate or inflow concentration and concentration profile within the 

column. The increase was small relative to the 50 to 150 % increase observed at the anode 

chamber during die no-flow experiment. 

A mass balance was calculated for each experiment by eqn. (6.3). Table 6.5 shows 

the calculation summary. 
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(Initial NO3 in the column) + (Total NO3 inflow) 

= (Final NO 3in the column) +(Total NO3 in outflow) 

The following assumptions were made; 

•Effluent nitrate concentration represented the average value for the time interval. 

•Normalized concentration was uniform after the experiment; therefore, upstream 

chamber, downstream chamber and column average concentration were used for 

the calculation of final nitrate storage in the column. 

Table 6.5 Mass conservation calculation of experiments. 

Exp. # •' 
Initial storage Final storage Out+final Exp. # •' 

Inflow Outflow / In+initial 

— NO3 in mg — 

14 904.9 4954.3 963.5 5454.3 1.095 

15 4522.6 10453.2 4577.1 11004.7 1.041 

16 10336.3 20776.4 10451.7 21179.0 1.017 

17 904.9 4337.9 987.7 4718.1 1.088 

18 4522.6 12751.7 4718.3 13290.0 1.043 

19 9049.3 19990.0 7915.1 19946.5 0.959 

* 1: Experiment number as in table 6.1. 

The mass conservation error was less than 5 %, in the same range as the error calculated 

form the no flow experiments (table 6.4). 

6.2.4.2 pH 

Effluent pH vs. pore volumes is shown in fig. 6.13. The initial pH values were 

slightly lower than the neutral value of pH 7.0. As initial nitrate concentration increased, 

initial pH value decreased. For example, 100 ppm NO3-N had pH 6.5, 500 ppm had pH 

6.0 and 1000 ppm had pH 5.5. These are typical pH values for NaNOs dissociation in 
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distilled water. 

Before the first 1.5 PV of solution passed, pH decreased lo 3.0 for the 500 and 

1000 ppm solution. The pH for the 100 ppm solution decreased to between 3.5 and 4.0. 

Rate of decrease was lower than for the 500 and 1000 ppm solutions (fig. 6.13). 

Initial pH decrease was caused by H+ generation at downstream anode. Then, pH 

increased; the increase was caused by OH" front propagation from the upstream cathode. 

The larger pH decrease for the higher initial concentration (but same flow rate) allowed 

more H+ generation, and the smaller pH drop for greater flow rate enhanced the OH" 

propagation downstream, thus neutralizing the H+. After pH values hit the lower peak of 

around 3.0 at 1.5 PV, pH rebounded to the initial value or slightly higher (fig. 6.13). The 

rate of pH decrease was similar for varying concentration and flow rates (fig. 6.13). But 

the rebound of pH was faster for low flow rates than high flow rates for the 500 and 1000 

ppm concentrations. For the 100 ppm solution, the pH rebound was the same for both 

high and low flow rates. 

Effluent nitrate concentration and pH is plotted for 500 ppm initial concentration 

and 0.112 cm min*' flux application (fig. 6.14). The pH decrease coinciding with 

increased nitrate concentration was observed in all cases. The same pH-nitrate relationship 

as observed in no flow experiments (section 6.2.3) was observed here. 

The pH distribution inside the column at the end of experiments are shown in fig. 

6.15. All anode pH values were 3.0, pH for the column and upstream cathode chamber 

was in the range of 10.5 to 11.5, except for the high flux (0.225 cm min-') and 100 ppm 

inflow concentration. pH was of 7.5 in the middle section and elevated to 11 near the 

cathode. The anode pH of 3 and cathode pH of 11 was consistent with the results of the no 

flow experiments (figs. 6.5 and 6.7). 

The source of high pH, OH- ions, throughout the column was the upstream cathode 
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chamber. The high pH condition generated by the cathode reaction propagated downstream 

with the help of bulk water flux. Tnen at the end of column, the high pH water was 

neutralized in the anode chamber. Even though the ion has higher mobility (362.5E-5 

cm^sec"' V-') than the OH- ion (204.8E-5 cm^sec' V-'), the ability to neutralize the OH-

ion did not extend into the sand column against the bulk flow. 

In the absence of bulk flow (no flux experiment in section 6.2.3), the H+ front from 

the anode or OH" front from the cathode generated the pH gradient distribution shown in 

fig. 6.7. But bulk fluid flow dominated the migration and diffusion at the tested level of 

applied flux of 0.112 and 0.225 cm min-', and the entire column was under the influence of 

the upstream cathode chamber. 

6.2.4.3 Electric current through the system 

The measured voltage drop within the column during the experiment is shown in 

fig. 6.16. Data were taken during experiment #13 (flux rate = 0.112 cm min-' and inflow i 

concentration = 100 ppm NO3-N). Four voltage drop calculations were made over the 

column length. Section 1 was close to the anode, and length was 8.5 cm. Sections 2 and 3 

were in the middle of the column, and section length was 10 cm. Section 4 was close to 

cathode with 8.5 cm length. 

Voltage drop across sections 1 and 4 was less than in sections 2 and 3 because of 

shorter section length. The voltage gradient (drop per length) was between 0.52 to 0.57 

volt cm-' for the four sections. The difference between sections 1 and 4 might have been 

caused by pH. In section 1, greater H+ ion concentration (lower pH) resulted in the higher 

conductivity because H+ has higher mobility than 0H-. 

Voltage drop within each section varied less than 0.5 V during the experiment. 

Over the first hour, the voltage drop decreased by 20 millivolt from the initial value. The 
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measured electric current was plotted against pore volumes in fig. 6.17a to 6.17c. 

Similarly, current (figs. 6.i7a, b, c) and effluent pH (fig. 6.13) decreased during the first 

hour. Voltage drop decrease over time was observed in all flow and no flow experiments. 

The initial current decreased 3 to 5 % from the initial electric current level. In general, after 

bounce back to the initial current level, the 0.112 cm min*' flux treatments current continued 

to increase, and the 0.225 cm min*' current started decreasing again. 

The amount of retained nitrate in the column was calculated by taking the difference 

between the final and initial mass of nitrate in the column. The power input was calculated 

by multiplying averaged current by duration of voltage application, table 6.6 lists retention 

efficiency, input power and amount of nitrate retained. 

Table 6.6 Nitrate retained in column after experiment. 

Experi
ment# 

Power input Retained NO3 NO3 retention 
Efficiency Experi

ment# 
mW mg gAV 

14*' 117.0 58.6 0.50 

15 299.3 111.3 0.37 

16 406.0 235.7 0.58 

17 60.3 169.1 2.80 

18 145.0 399.8 2.76 

19 218.0 -2316.8 N/A 

* 1: Experiment number as in table 6.1 

The nitrate retention efficiencies were 0.5 g/W and 2.8 gAV for 0.112 and 0.225 cm 

min-' of flux, respectively (table 6.6). The efficiency changed with bulk flow rate, and not 

with initial concentration. The negative value of retained NO3 in experiment #19, 1,000 

ppm inflow concentration and 0.225 cm min-' flux, was probably because of the following 

two reasons: i) the initial pH value of 3.0 allowed more nitrate in the column than final pH 

of 11.0, and ii) most of the retention in the column took place at the anode chamber rather 

than the sand column. Higher initial concentration in the anode chamber limited the 
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additional storage of nitrate. 

6.3 Numerical simulations 

The numerical model describes the simultaneous flow of water, electricity, cations 

and anions. The model implements the theory developed in Chapter. 3 and the governing 

equation described in Chapter 4. The model was validated by comparison with the 

theoretical solution of the advection diffusion equation, and by comparison with 

experimental results. The effects of various parameters on ion migration of nitrate were 

investigated by numerical experiments. 

6.3.1 Validation of program 

The computer model was verified by the analytical solution for the advection-

dispersion equation when there is no electrical potential applied externally. An analytic 

solution was not available for die full governing equation that include electrical potential 

gradient as well as the concentration and hydraulic gradients. 

6.3.1.1 Advection dispersion equation 

The analytical solution for the advection dispersion equation is available for several 

boundary and initial conditions. The analytic solution for the one-dimensional advection 

dispersion equation for a semi infinite medium is given by the following equation (van 

Genuchten et al., 1982). 

c(x,t) = yerfc 
Rx-vt 

2(DRt) 0.5 4exp 
VX 

"d" 
erfc 

Rx—vt 

2(DRt) 0.5 (6.4) 

where 

R = retardation coefficient 
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V = advection flux rate, cm sec' 

D = diffusion dispersion coemcieni, cm^sec*' 

erfc = complementary error function 

c(x,t) = normalized concentration at given space (x) and time (t) defined as follows. 

C(x, t ) -Ci  
c(x,t) = - —, Qand Q are initial and mflow concentration respectively. 

Boundary condition for the analytic solution are given as, 

C(0,t)=Co 

dC 

The analytical solution and numerical model were compared for two different Peclet 

numbers, 50 and 2.78. Concentration profile in a sand column are shown in fig. 6.18 after 

3 and 10 hrs of flux application. The simulation upper boundary had a constant 

concentration while the lower boundary had zero concentration. Symbols indicate the 

analytic solution. Agreement between the two solutions (solid lines and symbols) indicate 

that the numerical model represented the phenomena accurately when there was no 

externally applied electric gradient. The model agreed better with small Peclet number flow 

than advection dominant large Peclet number flow. 

6.3.1.2 Comparison with experimental results 

Calculated downstream anode chamber concentration over time without externally 

applied hydraulic head was compared with the numerical model results in fig. 6.19. The 

initial concentration throughout the column as well as the upper and downstream chamber 

was set at 100 ppm in the numerical model. The numerical model predicted anode chamber 
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concentration within 30 % until 24 hrs, and within 40 to 50 % at 100 hrs. Model results 

for 3.0 V are also included in the graph. The difference between the numerical model and 

experimental results may have been caused by incorrect boundary conditions in the model 

or procedural error in experiments. 

The numerical model developed in diis study predicted concentrations in the same 

range as those observed experimentally. In the following section, the migration of nitrate is 

investigated using the developed numerical model. 

6.3.2 Nitrate migration simulation 

The numerical model was used to simulate nitrate movement in a column. The 

upper boundary concentration was assumed constant while the lower boundary was set at 

zero for this analysis. 

Numerical studies were conducted for initial concentrations of 100 ppm NO3-N, 

electric potential 0 and 30 V, and flux rate of 0.112 cm min*' (figs. 6.20 and 6.21). For 

comparison, experiment results in figs. 6.15, 16 and 17 have the same parameters but 

different boundary conditions. The figures show the development of concentration profde 

with time. In the figures, the anode is located at the downstream end. 

For no electric gradient applied, fig. 6.20 shows both the sodium and nitrate 

concentration profiles over time. No separation of anion and cation take place. Figure 

6.21 shows the concentration development for anion (nitrate, solid line) and cation 

(sodium, break line) in the presence of 30 V electric potential. Both anion and cation 

traveled toward the downstream anode by bulk fluid flow. But due to the electrical 

attraction (electro migration), the anion was accelerated downstream while cation was 

delayed. As elapsed time increased, separation increased. 

When fig. 6.20 is superimposed on fig. 6.21, the concentration profile for no 
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electrical gradient lies between the anion and cation profile line. The separation of anion 

and cation in the coiumn by imposed voltage was small, probably because the fluid flux 

effect (advection) was greater than the voltage effect. 

A lower flux rate, 6.28E-3 cm min-', equivalent to the 0.5 cm^ min-' flow in the 

sand column (fig. 5.2) was modeled. Figures 6.22 and 23 show the effect of applied 

electric gradient by showing the no voltage and 30 V cases. The figures show the 

development of concentration profile over time. 

The separation of anion and cation (fig. 6.23) was larger than that observed in fig. 

6.21. After 40 hrs, the cation (sodium) was mostly contained in the upstream quarter of 

the column while the anion reached 60 % concentration at the column midpoint. 

Electromigration of anion and cation dominated the concentration profile development. 

When figs. 6.22 and 6.23 are superimposed, the zero volt profile (fig. 6.22) lies 

between the anion and cation profiles (fig. 6.23) for corresponding elapsed times. The 

deviation (advance) from the zero volt profile was larger for the anion than the cation. The 

deviation difference for anion and cation profile was a reflection of the mobility difference; 

ionic mobilities are 7.4E-4 and 5.2E-4 cm^sec' V-' for nitrate and sodium respectively. 

Effects of applied voltage magnitude on the separation of the anion and cation was 

simulated by applying 30- and 300-V electrical potentials. Figure 6.24 shows the 

concentration profiles of simulated results at an elapsed time of 2 hrs. The separation 

between anion and cation was increased when the voltage increased from 30 to 300 V. The 

application of higher electrical potential could enhance the separation, but the 300 V 

application in a 50 cm would cause a reaction and degrade the electrodes; it is not realistic. 

To minimize electrolysis of water and other chemical reactions, 1.0 V cm-' (50 volt for 50 

cm long column) as a maximum voltage is large enough to overcome the local polarization 

at electrodes and keep electric current flowing (Abramson, 1934; Oldham 1994). 
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Nitrate concentration change in the downstream anode chamber was simulated by 

giving the model the upper boundary condition of constant concentration and lower 

boundary condition of no anion outflow or accumulation of anions (fig. 6.25). The 

calculated relative concentration in the downstream anode chamber was plotted against pore 

volume. The lower boundary condition allowed the accumulation of ions in the chamber, 

and water flow rate was 6.28E-3 cm min"'. 

The concentration in the downstream chamber reached a limit (fig. 6.25). A 

balance between the diffusion from the downstream chamber to the column and 

electromigration occurred at the limit. After the system reached the limit, the electricity was 

consumed to maintain the higher concentration in the chamber rather than increase the 

concentration. For effective operation of a field scale system, it is critical to decide when to 

flush out the downstream anode chamber and start the accumulation process again. 
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CHAPTER 7. CONCLUSIONS 

7.1 Summary and conclusions 

Nitxate movement in a porous media under simultaneous influence of hydraulic, 

electrical and chemical gradients was evaluated by using the postulate of non equilibrium 

thermodynamics. Onsager's reciprocal relations of phenomenological coefficients, 

Smoluchowski electroosmosis model, and the Nemst-Einstein law of diffusion and ionic 

mobility were utilized in the formulation along with the assumption of a dilute solution. 

The formulation was tested against the advection and dispersion equation applying the zero 

electric gradient condition. The development can be applied to any other species of ions 

including both anions and cations. 

The equations of ion movement were numerically solved using the integral finite 

difference method with explicit time discretization. The developed computer model was 

tested with the analytical solution of advection dispersion equation as a special case. To 

evaluate the program behavior under hydraulic, electrical and chemical gradients, laboratory 

column experiments were conducted. Comparison of the computer model with the 

experimental results showed close agreement for nitrate concentration increases at the 

downstream anode chamber. However, for 100 hrs and 30 volt, the program 

overestimated the concentration by 40 %. 

Nitrate concentration increase during the experiment in sand columns was small 

relative to the increase observed in the cathode chamber. The numerical simulation 

predicted a very low water flux rate, 6.28E-3 cm min"', is required for nitrate retention in a 

sand column. Low flow rates are not easily controlled in a subsurface drainage system or 

well system. 

Intermittent drainage operation with anode in the drain tube and cathode in drain 

pipe envelope material or soil may be more practical than controlling the flow in the drain. 
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Furthermore, intermittent operation increases the saturated zone near the drain. Increased 

saturated area promotes nilrale migration by providing more pathways for ions to migrate. 

Intermittent operation also reduces the total amount of drained water which needs to be 

handled separately for disposal or reuse. 

The experiment and simulation results show 3 (from experiment) to 4-fold (by 

simulation) increases in nitrate concentration at the anode for 100 hrs of applied voltage. 

There were 1.75 to 2.0-fold increases for 24 hrs voltage applications. The nitrate retained 

per watt changed with flow rate but not voltage magnitude. 

7.2 Future studies 

Nitrate removal using electrokinetic phenomena has potential to be utilized in the 

nitrate removal system with subsurface drains. However, the following points need to be 

clarified before this new application is practiced; 

1) What are the optimal operation parameters? Parameters includes voltage level, 

cycle times, and electrode position. 

2) What are economical and practical materials for electrodes? If the material is 

not inert, what chemicals are added to the soil or water by the process. 

3) How do other chemicals present in soil or water react with this process? 

4) What are the possibilities of combining this method with other water treatment 

or reuse systems? 
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Appendix A 

PROGRAM NTRAN 
c 
c Nitrate Transportation under the influence of 
c Hydraulic, Electric and Chemical gradients. 
c ver.1.154" 
c 
c Variables list... 
c FARAD: Faraday's constant,(C/mol)(C/mol volt) 
c R; Universal gas constant (J/K mol) 
c GRAVITY: Accereration of gravity,(m/sec'^2) 
c WATER; Density of water at a given temp. 
c MAXELEMENT Max. number of element + 2 ////// +l is OK. 
c (subscript starts from 0...) 
c 
c 
c Variables 
c hcsoil:Hydraulic conductivity of soil. 
c eocsoil:Electroosmotic conductivity of soil. 
c porosity: Porosity of soil. 
c econd: Electrical conductivity of soil. 
c retard: Retardation factor. 
c reflect: Reflection coeff. (=0) 
c nconc: Nitrate concentration of source. 
c nsoil: Nitrate concentration in soil. 
c catmobil: Cation mobility. 
c animobil: Anion mobility. 
c catval: Cation valence.(=1.0) 
c anival: Anion valence. (=1.0) 
c diffcoef: Diffusion coefficient. 
c length: Length of column. 
c area: Cross section area 
c hydhead: Hydraulic head applied. 
c voltage: Voltage applied. 
c temp: Temperature in Kelvin. 
c nlayer: Number of subregion.(should be I0*x, x=integer) 
c timestep: Calculation time step. 
c outtime: Output time. 
c upstream: Upstream weight facotor. 
c maxtime: Max. time to be calculated. 
c phenom(4,4): Phenomenological coeff. 
c catcon(0:MAXELEMENT):Cation concentration. 
c dcatcon(0:MAXELEMENT):Change of cation conc. in time step. 
c anicon(0:MAXELEMENT): Anion concentration. 
c danicon(0:MAXELEMENT): Change of anion conc. in time step. 
C 
c... 
c...Read input data from 'indata.dat' file. 
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Appendix A — Continued — 

INCLUDE 'atama.inc' 
CALL Readinput 

c...Initialize the conc. profile. 

CALL Initialize 
CALL Mobility 
CALL Printdata 
CALL Calculate 

c... 
C CALL Testprint 

STOP 
END 

C... Subroutine to initialize the concentration profile. 
SUBROUTINE Initialize 
INCLUDE 'atama.inc' 
INTEGER i 

catcon(0)=nconc 
anicon(0)=nconc 
dcatcon(0)=0.0 
danicon(0)=0.0 

i=l 

DO WHILE(i.LE.(nlayer+l)) 
catcon(i)=nsoil 
anicon(i)=nsoil 
dcatcon(i)=0.0 
danicon(i)=0.0 
i=i+l 

END DO 
c... downstream condition 
ccc catcon(nlayer+l)=0. 
ccc anicon(nlayer+l)=0. 
ccc dcatcon(nlayer+l)=0. 
ccc danicon(nlayer+l)=0. 

RETURN 
END 

SUBROUTINE Readinput 
INCLUDE 'atama.inc' 

c...Open file....# of data = 25 
OPEN (1. file='input.dat', status='old') 
READ( 1 ,*)runname 
CALL Dummy 
READ(l,»)hcsoil 
CALL Dummy 
READ(l,*)eocsoil 
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CALL Dummy 
READ(l,*)econd 
CALL Dummy 
READ( 1 ,*)porosity 
CALL Dummy 
READ( I,*)sdensity 
CALL Dummy 
READ(l,*)retard 
CALL Dummy 
tlEAD(l,*)refIect 
CALL Dummy 
READ(l,*)nconc 
CALL Dummy 
READ(l,»)nsoil 
CALL Dummy 
READ(l,*)camiobil 

CALL Dummy 
READ( 1 ,*)animobil 
CALL Dummy 
READ(l *)catval 
CALL Dummy 
READ(I,*)anival 
CALL Dummy 

READ( 1 ,*)diffcoef 
CALL Dummy 
READ(l,*)length 
CALL Dummy 
READ(l,*)area 
CALL Dummy 

READ( 1 ,*)hydhead 
CALL Dummy 
READ(l,*)voltage 
CALL Dummy 
READ(l,*)temp 
CALL Dummy 
READ( 1 ,*)timestep 
CALL Dummy 
READ(l,*)outtime 
CALL Dummy 
READ( 1 ,*)maxtime 
CALL Dummy 
READ(l,*)nlayer 
CALL Dummy 
READ (l,*)upstream 
WRITER* 

CLOSE (1) 
.Output the data read. 
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WRlTE(*,'')runname 
RETURN 
END 

... Sub. Dummy to read data tags. 
SUBROUTINE Dummy 
CHARACTER*72 dummyid 
READ(1,*) dummyid 
write(*,*) dummyid 
RETURN 
END 

Print out the input data (mobility data is changed after Mobility subroutine. 
SUBROUTINE Printdata 
INCLUDE 'atama.inc' 
WRITE(9,100) 
& runname, 
& hcsoil, eocsoil, econd, porosity, sdensity, retard, reflect, 
& nconc, nsoil, catmobii, animobil, catval, anival, diffcoef 
WRITE(9,10I) 

& length, area, hydhead, voltage, temp, 
& nlayer, timestep, outtime, maxtime, upstream 

100 FORMATC 
&' run ID',a50/ 
&' SOIL related data....'/ 
&' hydraulic conductivity ',d20.10/ 
&' electroosmotic conductivity ',d20.10/ 
cfe' electric conductivity ofsoil'.dZO.lO/ 
&' porosity ',d20.10/ 
&' soil density ',d20.10/ 
&' retardation factor ',d20.10/ 
&' reflection coefficient-omega',d20.1QU 
&' NITRATE related data'/ 
&' N03 conc. in inflow ',d20.I0/ 
&' N03 conc. in soil (initial) ',d20.10/ 
&' cation (Na) mobility in free'/ 
&' solution ',d20.10/ 
&' anion (N03) mobility in free'/ 
&' solution ',d20.10/ 
&' cation valence ',d20.10/ 
&' anion valence ',d20.10/ 
&' effective diffiisivity ',d20.l0//) 

101 FORMAT( 
&' GEOMETRY data'/ 
&' length of column •,d20.10/ 
&' cross section area ',d20.10// 
&' GIVEN EXTERNAL COND.'/ 
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c... 
&' applied hydraulic head ',d20.10/ 
&' applied voltage ',d20.10/ 
&' temperature ',d20.10// 
&' Calculation data'/ 
&' number of subregion ',120/ 
&' calc. timestep ',620.10/ 
&' output time interval ',d20.I0/ 
&' max. time calculated •,d20.10/ 
&' upstream weight factor ',d20.10//) 

ccc CLOSE(8) 
RETURN 
END 

C... Modified from c:\ppp3\calcuL2.for. 
c... The new file name is CALC_3.for 
c... Both end of column has 50 times larger volume than each cont'I element, 
c... (((50 times.... depends of the volume of each cont'I volume inside.))) 
c... No cadon flux bwn. (0) and (1), and 
c... No anion flux bwn, (n) and (n+1). 
C... Calculate change of conc. change and profile. 

SUBROUTINE Calculate 
NAMELIST /nomorebug/totaltime, i, catcon.anicon 
INCLUDE 'atama.inc' 
INCLUDE 'atama2.inc' 
INTEGER 
& i,j 
DOUBLE PRECISION 
& pll, pl2, pl3, pl4, p22, p23, p24, p33, p44, 
& advflux 

c 
c... Variables used in calculation, (common statement in 'atama2.inc') 
c— 
c totaltime Total time of calculauon. 
c hydgrad Hydraulic gradient 
c elecgrad Electrical potential gradient 
c cconcgrad Cation concentration gradient. 
c aniconcgrad Anion concentration gradient/ 
c deltax Lentgh of each element. 
c cconcif Cation conc. at interface. 
c aconcif Anion conc. at interface. 
c cconcif2 Upwind weighted cconcif. 
c aconcifZ Upwind weighted aconcif. 
c terml Storage for a value in calculation. 
c catfiux Cation flux. 
c aniflux Anion flux. 
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c... 
c volume Element volume. 
c p 11 ..p44 Phenomenological coefficient. 
c 
c 
c... Calculate constant gradients and deltax. 

hydgrad = hydhead / length 
c... Electrical gradient is opposite direction to the hydraulic grad. 

elecgrad = -voltage / length 
deltax = length / nlayer 
volume = area • deltax 

CCC WRi rt(*,*)'Sub...Calculate...befre CALL Printconc' 

c... Printout the initial conc. profile w/ run-id. 
c... at time =0.0 

totaltime = timestep 
pouttime = outtime 

c... advflux, 9cc/min. area= 80.12—> 1.872d-3 cm/sec. 
c... 0.9cc/min 1.872d-4 cm/sec 
c... 0.09cc/min. 
c... 90 cc/min 1.874d-2 cm/sec 

advflux = I.872d-3 
c... 

CALL Printconc 
CALL CPhenomeno 

ccc CALL VPhenomeno 
Ccc WRrrE(9,nobugl) 
Ccc CLOSE (9) 
c... Calculation rooooops... 

DO WHILE (totaltime .LE. maxtime) 
DO WHILE (totaltime .LE. pouttime) 

C....7//////////////////// Calculation here....//////// 
c... 
c... Flux value of downstream side of volume element #1. 

catflux = 
& p23 * elecgrad 
&+ p33 * cconcgrad 
&+ advflux * cconcifZ 
&+ pl3 * 1.0 * hydgrad 
aniflux = 

& p24 * elecgrad 
&+ p44 * aconcgrad 
&+ advflux * aconcifZ 
&+ pl4 • l.O * hydgrad 

c... Water volume in up/down chamber is 346 cc or 0.26 PV 
c... therefore... if n=50... 0.26/0.02=13 times more 
c... water than one cont'l volme. 
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c... 
catflux = catflux * area * timestep / (volume) 
aniflux = aniflux • area * timestep / (volume) 

c... Store flux value of down stream side into 
c... dcatcon and danicon. 

dcatcon(O) = -catflux 
danicon(O) = -aniflux 
dcatcon( I) = catflux 
danicon(l) = aniflux 

c... End of flux x-ing volume 0 and 1. 

Q tllciyCr'i 
c... Starting volume element 1 upto nlayer. 

i=l 

DO WHILE(i .LE. (nlayer-1)) 
ccc WRITE(*,*)' delete me line 106 in calc." 
c... Gradient calc. 

cconcgrad = - (catcon(i+l) - catcon(i)) / deltax 
aconcgrad = - (anicon(i+l) - anicon(i)) / deltax 

C... Interface conc. value... using upwind weight factor, 
ccc cconcif = upstream * catcon( 1) + (1.0 - upstream) * catcon(O) 
ccc aconcif = upstream * anicon(O) + (1.0 - upstream) * anicon( 1) 
ccc cconcif = UPWTV( catcon(i), catcon(i+l), upstream) 
ccc aconcif = UPWTV( anicon(i), anicon(i+l), upstream) 

cconcif = (catcon(i+l) + catcon(i)) / 2.0 
aconcif = ( anicon(i+i) + anicon(i)) / 2.0 
cconcif2 = upstream • catcon(i) + (1.0 - upstream) * catcon(i+l) 
aconcifZ = upstream * anicon(i) + (1.0 - upstream) • anicon(i+I) 

C... Phenomenological coeff. preparation. 
pl3 = phenom(l,3) * cconcif2 
pI4 = phenom(I,4) * aconcifZ 
p23 = phenom(2,3) * cconcif 
p24 = phenom(2,4) * aconcif 

c... p33 and p44 is effective diffusivity value!!! 
c... (redundant) 

p33 = phenom(3,3) 
p44 = phenom(4,4) 

c... Flux value of downstream side of volume element #1. 
catflux = 

& + p23 • elecgrad 
& + p33 * cconcgrad 
& + advflux * cconcif2 
& + pl3 * 1.0 * hydgrad 

aniflux = 
& + p24 * elecgrad 
& + p44 * aconcgrad 
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c... 
& + advflux * aconciO 
& + pl3 * I.O • hydgrad 

catflux = catflux * area • timestep / volume 
aniflux = aniflux * area * timestep / volume 

c... Store flux value of down stream side into 
c... dcatcon and danicon of i+1 th vol. element. 

dcatcon(i+l) = catflux 
danicon(i+l) = aniflux 

c... Sum up the flux x-ing volume i-1 to i and i to i+I. 
dcatcon(i) = dcatcon(i) - catflux 
danicon(i) = danicon(i) - aniflux 

ccc WRllb(99,nomorebug) 
i = i+ 1 

END DO 
c At i = nlayer 
c... Gradient calc. 

cconcgrad = - (catcon(nlayer+l) - catcon(nlayer)) / deltax 
aconcgrad = - ( anicon(nlayer+l) - anicon(nlayer)) / deltax 

cconcif = (catcon(nlayer+l) + catcon(nlayer)) / 2.0 
aconcif = ( anicon(nlayer+l) + anicon(nlayer)) / 2.0 
cconcif2 = upstream * catcon(nlayer) 
& + (1.0 - upstream) * catcon(nlayer+I) 
aconcifZ = upstream * anicon(nlayer) 
& + (1.0 - upstream) * anicon(nlayer+l) 

pI3 =phenom(l,3) * cconcif2 
pl4 = phenom(l,4) * aconcif2 
p23 = phenom(2,3) * cconcif 
p24 = phenom(2,4) • aconcif 

c... p33 and p44 is effective diffiisivity value!!! 
c... (redundant again!) 

p33 = phenom(3,3) 
p44 = phenom(4,4) 

c... Flux value of downstream side of volume element #1. 
catflux = 

& + p23 * elecgrad 
& + p33 * cconcgrad 
& + advflux • cconcifZ 
& + pl3 * 1.0 * hydgrad 

aniflux = 
& + p24 * elecgrad 
& + p44 * aconcgrad 
& + advflux • aconcif2 
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& + pi3 * 1.0 * hydgrad 
catflux = catflux * area * timestep / (volume ) 
aniflux = aniflux * area • timestep / (volume ) 
dcatcon(nlayer+l) = catflux 
danicon(nlayer+l) = aniflux 

c... Sum up the flux x-ing volume i-I to i and i to i+I. 
dcatcon(nlayer) = dcatcon(nlayer) - catflux 
danicon(nlayer) = danicon(nlayer) - aniflux 

concentration...************* 

c... Nest line is modified to make constant conc. at up & down stream 
j=l 

DO WHILEG .LE. (niayer)) 
COG j = 0 

ccc DO WHILE(j .LE. (nIayer+1)) 
catcon(j) = catcon(j) + dcatconQ") 
aniconO) = anicon(j) + daniconO) 

ccc WRITE(12,*)'catcon('j,')'.catcon(j) 
ccc WRITE( I2,*)'anicon('j,')',anicon(j) 

j = j +  I  

END DO 

c.... ///////////////////// Calculation upto here....//////// 
ccc WRITE(*,*) totaltime 

totaltime = totaltime + timestep 

END DO 
ccc WRITE(*,*) 'calc. line 188', totaltime 
ccc call Testprint 
ccc WRITE( II,*) catcon(O), catcon( I), catcon(2) 
ccc WRITE(*,*)'delete me... line 237 in calc.for' 
ccc WRITE(*,*) cconcgrad, aconcgrad, cconcif, aconcif 
ccc WRITE(99,nomorebug) 

WRl lfc(*,*)Total time =', totaltime 
CALL Printconc 

ccc WRITE(9,*) anicon(nlayer)/nconc, anicon(nlayer+l)/nconc 
ccc WRITE(19,*) catcon(nlayer), anicon(nlayer) 
ccc PAUSE 

pouttime = pouttime + outtime 
END DO 

C... End of calculation 
ccc WRITE(*,*)'END OF CALCULATION-

RETURN 
END 
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FUNCTION UPWTV(a,b,c) 
DOUBLE PRECISION a.b,c 
IF (a .GT. b) THEN 

UPWTV = c»a + (I.O-c)*b 
ELSE IF (a .LT. b) THEN 

UPWTV = c • b + (1.0 - c) * a 
ELSE 

UPWTV = (a + b) / 2.0 
END IF 
RETURN 
END 

. Convert the input "ionic mobility data" to "ionic mobility in porous media". 

. Calculate "tortu" which is the ratio between Effective diffiisivity (input data) and 

. Theoretical molecular diffiisivity. 

. Then mobility is multiplied by the tort to obtain the "Effective mobility". 
SUBROUTINE Mobility 
INCLUDE 'atama.inc' 

DOUBLE PRECISION 
& molcdiff, tortu 

molcdiff = (catval+anival) • R • temp * catmobil * animobil / 
& (( catmobil + animobil) * FARAD ) 

tortu = diffcoef / molcdiff 

Use Millington-Quark tortuosity factor at 
saturation... 

tortu = (0.337)**(4.0/3.0) 
tortu = 0.23452 

Convert mobility data (input) to Effective mobility. 
catmobil = catmobil * tortu 
animobil = animobil * tortu 
RETURN 
END 

Subroutine to calculate phenomenological coefficient. 
phenom(4,4) to store the coefficients. 

SUBROUTINE CPhenomeno 
INCLUDE 'atama.inc' 
INCLUDE 'atama2.inc' 
COMMON /pheno/phenomll, phenoml2, phenoml3, phenoml4, 

& phenom22, phenom23, phenom24, phenom33, phenom34, phenom44 
DOUBLE PRECISION phenomll. phenoml2, phenoml3, phenoml4. 
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& phenoin22, phenom23, phenom24, phenoinSS, phenoni34, phenoni44 
... Calculate phenom( 1,3) /catcon 

phenoml3 = eocsoil * catmobil / (porosity * econd) 
... Calculate phenoin( 1,4) /anicon 

phenotnl4 = eocsoil * animobil / (porosity * econd) 

... Calculate phenom(2,3) /catcon 
phenom23 = catmobil 

... Calculate phenom(2,4) /anicon 
phenom24 = -animobil 

IF ( voltage .EQ. 0.0) THEN 

phenom33 = diffcoef 
phenom44 = diffcoef 

ELSE 
.. Calculate Diffusivity (effective, cation) 

phenom33 = catmobil * R • temp /(catval * FARAD) 
.. Calculate Diffusivity (effective, anion) 

phenom44 = animobil * R • temp /(catval * FARAD) 
ENDIF 

.. phenom23, 24, 23 and 24 need to be multiplied by 
concentration of cation or anion. 

.. Apply the Onsager's reciprocal relations of phenom. coeffs. 
phenom(l,3) = phenom 13 
phenom(l,4) = phenom 14 
phenom(2,3) = phenom23 
phenom(2,4) = phenom24 
phenom(3,3) = phenom33 
phenom(4,4) = phenom44 
WRrTE(*,*) 'exit of CPhenomeno..." 

RETURN 
END 

This subprogram print out all the variables to file, screen or printer... 
It will prompt you the output device you prefer. 

SUBROUTINE Testprint 
INCLUDE 'atama.inc' 
INCLUDE 'atama2.inc' 

..Last four var's are arrays. 
NAMELIST/vari/ 
& runname, hcsoil, eocsoil, porosity, sdensity, 
& retard, 
& reflect,nconc, nsoil, catmobil, animobil, catval. anival, 
& diffcoef,length, area, hydhead, voltage, temp, 
& nlayer, timestep, outtime, maxtime, phenom. 
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C... 

& catcon, 
& dcatcon, 
& anicon 
& danicon 
WRITE(*,*) 'Unitname..test.out, con—> console, pm—> printer' 
OPEN (7. ACCESS='Append', nLE='') 
WRITE(7,vari ) 
WRITE(7,nobugl) 
WRITE (7,*) catcon(O), catcon(l), anicon(O), anicon(l) 
CL0SE(7) 

RETURN 
END 

c.... This is include file contents "ATAMA.INC" 
c... 
ccc IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (a-z) 

PARAMETER ( 
& FARAD =9.65dll, 
& R =8.314d7, 
& GRAVITY =9.8 ld2, 
& WATER = l.OdO, 
& MAXELEMENT=51 
& ) 

c 
CHARACTER*?! 

& runname 
c 

DOUBLE PRECISION 
& hcsoil, eocsoil.econd, porosity, sdensity, retard, reflect, 
& nconc, nsoil, catmobil, animobil, catval, anival, diffcoef, 
& length, area, hydhead, voltage, temp, 
& timestep, outtime, maxtime, phenom(4,4), 
& catcon(0:MAXELEMENT), dcatcon(0:MAXELEMENT), 
& anicon(0:MAXELEMENT), danicon(0:MAXELEMENT), 
& upstream 

c 
INTEGER 

& nlayer 
c 

COMMON/Soil/hcsoil, eocsoil, econd, porosity, sdensity, 
& retard, reflect 
COMMONAVater/nconc, nsoil, catmobil, animobil, catval, anival, 

& diffcoef 
COMMON/Geom/ length, area, hydhead, voltage, temp 
COMMON/Calc/nlayer, timestep, outtime, maxtime, phenom, 

& catcon, dcatcon, anicon, danicon, runname, upstream 
c... end of header file "atama.inc". 
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C... 
C... This is... contents of include file "ATAMA2.INC". 
c...Atania2.inc Include file contains the diclaration of 
c...variables used in subroutine 'Calculate', in addition to the 
c...Atama.inc Include file. 

DOUBLE PREaSION 
& totaltime, hydgrad, elecgrad, cconcgrad, aconcgrad, deltax, 
& cconcif, aconcif, term I, catflux, aniflux, volume, pouttime 
& cconcifZ, aconcif2 
COMMON/Calc/ 

& totaltime, hydgrad, elecgrad, cconcgrad, aconcgrad, deltax, 
& cconcif, aconcif, terml, catflux. aniflux. volume, pouttime 
& cconcifZ, aconcifZ 
NAMELIST/Nobugl/ 

& totaldme, hydgrad, elecgrad, cconcgrad, aconcgrad, deltax, 
& cconcif, aconcif, term I, catflux, aniflux, volume , pouttime 
& cconcif2, aconcif2 

c... end of header/include file "atama2.inc" 



APPENDIX B: SAMPLE INPUT DATA 
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Appendix B 
'run... Jan 23...case B.ff.22.44 31 to 33 
'hcsoii ' 
5.0d-2 
'eocsoil' 
4.10d-5 
'econd' 
l.lld-2 
'porosity' 
0.337 
'sdensity' 
1.75 
'retard' 
l.O 
' reflect" 
0.0 
' nconc tnol/L" 
1.0 
' nsoil' 
0. 
'catmobil' 
5.2d-4 
' animobil' 
7.4d-4 
' catval' 
1.0 

' anival' 
1.0 

' diffcoef 
5.56d-6 
' length' 
50.0 
' area' 
80.12 
' hydhead' 
2.0 
' voltage' 
0.0 
' temp' 
298.15 
' timestep' 
0.01 
' outtime' 
3600. 
' maxtime 3hrs." 
144.d3 
' nlayer' 
10 

'upwind weight' 
0.9 



APPENDIX C: SAMPLE OUTPUT DATA 



APPENDIX C 
run ID lESmall J* 23d33a44c Jan.31 
SOIL related data.... 
hydraulic conductivity 5.00E-02 
electroosmotic conductivity 4. lOE-05 
electric conductivity ofsoil l.llE-02 
porosity 3.37E-01 
soil density 1.75E+00 
retardation factor l.OOE+00 
reflection coefficient-omega O.OOE+00 

NITRATE related data 
N03 conc. in inflow 7.14E-03 
N03 conc. in soil (initial) O.OOE+00 
cation (Na) mobility in ftee 
solution 1.22E-04 
anion (N03) mobility in free 
solution 1.74E-04 
cation valence I .OOE+00 
anion valence 1 .OOE+00 
effective diffusivity 5.56E-04 

GEOMETRY 
length of 
cross section 

Hntn 

column 5.00E+01 
area 8.01E+01 

GIVEN EXTERNAL CONE, 
applied hydraulic head 2.00E+00 
applied voltage O.OOE+00 
temperature 2.98E+02 

Calculation rintn 

number of subregion 10 
calc. timestep l.OOE-02 
output time interval 1 .OOE+02 
max. time calculated 9.00E+02 
upstream weight factor 9.00E-01 

0+++++++++ Cation +++++++ Anion 
l.OOE+00 l.OOE+00 
O.OOE+00 O.OOE+00 
O.OOE+00 O.OOE+00 
O.OOE+00 O.OOE+00 
O.OOE+00 O.OOE+00 
O.OOE+00 O.OOE+00 
O.OOE+00 O.OOE+00 
O.OOE+00 O.OOE+00 
O.OOE+00 O.OOE+00 
O.OOE+00 O.OOE+00 



uoiuy 
oo+aool oo+aool 
+++++++ UOIJE^ +++++++++0 

20+300'e 

uoiuy 

60-a60' I  60-360'I 
z-o-azri z.o-33ri 
90-3IK I 90-31^1 
gO-393'1 S0-39Z'l 
tK)-300'l W)-300-l 
W-330'Z. W-3Z0'/. 
CO-at'Z't ZO-EPZP 
20-3Sr3 30-3S1T 
30-3Z.8'8 Z:0-3Z.8'8 
10-3t'8'Z 10-3fr8'Z 
10-38S'9 10-3859 

00+300" 1 00+300" 1 
+++++++ UOTJBO +++++++++0 

20+300"3 

uoiuy 

11-3Z9"! 11-3Z9"! 
60-393"€ 60-39r"£ 
80-3e8"t 80-3£8"t' 
iL0-39r9 Z,0-39t''9 
90-389'Z, 90-389"Z. 
S0-3Z08 50-3308 
w-mzL w-mzL 
zo-m.Ys eo-32i'"s 
30-30£'£ 30-30£'£ 
10-3WI 10-3K'l 
10-3S0"e I0-3£0"£ 

00+300"! 00+300"! 
+++++++ U0IJB3 +++++++++0 

30+300" I 

uoiuy 

1^1-330"! 1^1-330"! 
3!-36!"t' 31-36T"1' 
0!-3t'3"l 01-3t'3"I 
60-30£"£ 60-30£'£ 
80-3£8"Z. 80-3£8'Z. 
90-3£9"I 90-3£9"! 
50-3063 £0-3063 
W-EZZf «)-33£"t 
£0-38! "5 £0-381 "5 
30-30Z."t' 30-30Z."l7 
10-3363 l0-336"3 

00+3001 00+300" 1 
+++++++ uonB3 +++++++++0 

30-300"! 00+300 0 00+3000 
00+3000 00+3000 

psmnuoj — 3 xiONaddV 
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7.67E-0i 
4.16E-01 
I.68E-0I 
5.32E-02 
1.38E-02 
3.03E-03 
5.74E-04 
9.57E-05 
I.42E-05 
1.91E-06 
2.00E-08 

7.67E-0i 
4.16E-0I 
I.68E-0I 
5.32E-02 
1.38E-02 
3.03E-03 
5.74E-04 
9.57E-05 
1.42E-05 
L91E-06 
2.00E-08 4.00E+02 

0+++++++++ Cation Anion 
l.OOE+00 l.OOE+00 
8.44E-01 8.44E-01 
5.37E-0I 5.37E-01 
2.62E-0I 2.62E-01 
I.02E-01 I.02E-01 
3.27E-02 3.27E-02 
8.88E-03 8.88E-03 
2.09E-03 2.09E-03 
4.34E-04 4.34E-04 
8.03E-05 8.03E-05 
I.35E-05 I.35E-05 
1.81E-07 1.8IE-07 5.00E+02 

0+++++++++ Cation +++++++ 
l.OOE+00 l.OOE+00 
8.97E-01 8.97E-01 • 
6.43E-01 6.43E-01 
3.63E-01 3.63E-01 
1.66E-0I 1.66E-01 
6.30E-02 6.30E-02 
2.04E-02 2.04E-02 
5.7IE-03 5.71E-03 
1.42E-03 1.42E-03 
3.13E-04 3.13E-04 
6.29E-05 6.29E-05 
1.04E-06 1.04E-06 

Anion 

6.00E+02 

0+++++++++ Cation +++++++ 
l.OOE+00 
9.34E-0I 
7.30E-01 
4.64E-0I 
2.42E-01 
1.05E-01 
3.94E-02 

l.OOE+00 
9.34E-01 
7.30E-0I 
4.64E-01 
2.42E-0I 
1.05E-01 
3.94E-02 

Anion 
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